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We Have A Lot
of Work to Do

I

work in the energy industry, so (to an extent) I can understand when
people who do not work in this industry are hesitant to invest the time
it takes to truly understand energy generation and energy policy. The
size and complexity of the system, as well as the glacial pace at which permitting, litigation, development and construction of generation or transmission capacity takes place can be intimidating.
Even taking that realization into account, I am still consistently struck
by the lack of information that serves as a foundation for creation of energy
policy. I am similarly struck by the lack of thought that underlays much of
the public support for various energy policy options.
In both my work and private life, I often have the opportunity to speak to
groups of educated and intelligent people who honestly cannot or will not
invest the time to get up to speed with what it takes to power our lives.
To try and personalize this reality, I’ll retell a few short stories. I understand that I am channeling my father here, as I am sure that I have told a
few of you these stories already. For those who shared the stories with me
in the first place – you know who you are – I thank you.
Story #1: Several years ago, I was discussing the location of a proposed mine with a few employees of a coal producer. One member of
CONTINUED ON PAGE 4

Disclaimer: The opinions expressed by the
authors of the articles contained in American Coal
magazine are those of the respective authors and
do not necessarily represent the opinion of the
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the group was a summer student
who had come to work in the office
because their father was a senior
executive in that company. A question was posed to this student about
their suggestions for the location of
the mine. The student’s quick response was that they “would never
support” the creation of this or any
other new mine.
A little taken aback, the people in
the group asked the student to explain their reasoning. The student –
apparently unaware of the fact that
they were currently employed by
a mining company and further unaware of the fact that same company
was paying for much of their university education, via their father’s employment – boldly informed the group
that mining was a fundamentally destructive activity and that they could

not, in good conscience, support the
creation of any new mines.
Story #2: Two neighbors were taking out the trash one day and stopped
to chat with each other over the
fence. One neighbor was employed
by a coal-mining firm and the other was a university professor – well
educated, intelligent, accomplished,

successful, and in his daily work, responsible for inculcating an understanding of the broader world in the
minds of his students. After exchanging a few pleasantries, the professor
noted to his coal-mining neighbor
that he had never asked what he did
for a living. His neighbor responded
that he worked as a mining engineer.
CONTINUED ON PAGE 6

“I am trying to impress on readers the
absolutely essential nature of having each
person in our industry begin to speak up
and get involved. It is up to each one of
us to help the people around us grasp the
complexity and importance of abundant,
affordable and reliable electrical system.”
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Email: fredb@savageservices.com
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The professor looked back at him
quizzically, paused for a moment,
and then asked (in all seriousness),
“Mining! Do we still do that?”
Story #3: A few years back, an
ACC member was in Washington,
D.C., discussing energy choices with
a Senate staffer. (Names, party affiliations, etc. are changed or left out
to protect the innocent.) This member, let’s call him Fred, was being informed by the Senate staffer about
the absolute need to remove coal
from our energy supply – that coal
was “dirty” and polluting and, therefore, needed to be replaced as soon
as possible.
The discussion went back and
forth for a few minutes and paused
for a moment when Fred conditionally accepted the point and asked if
we were going to get rid of coal, with
what could it be replaced?
Without missing a beat, the staffer responded that this was a relatively easy thing to do: “If we got rid of
coal,” he opined, “we could just replace it with electricity.”
When I retell these stories, I typically hear a chuckle and see people

shake their head. Then they pause
when I remind them that Senate
staffers, like the one discussing energy policy with Fred, help their senator prepare legislation or develop
their arguments for floor speeches,
etc. University professors are trusted by students to provide them with
an accurate and informed view of the
world or at least certain subject areas
in the world.
Rest assured, I am not retelling
these stories as an attempt to attack
or belittle students, academics or
our elected officials. I’m not doing it
to focus on the failings of people who
might oppose the use of coal. In fact,
I am trying to impress on readers the
absolutely essential nature of having
each person in our industry begin to
speak up and get involved. It is up
to each one of us to help the people
around us grasp the complexity and
importance of an abundant, affordable and reliable electrical system.
For this reason, we are continuing
our practice of filling each issue of
American Coal with timely and pertinent articles that describe the importance of coal to our nation’s energy

supply, the value of using coal cleanly and efficiently and the impacts of
making sweeping policy decisions
without having a clear understanding
of the impacts of proposed changes.
From my opening article on the impacts of the past election on energy
policy to an overview of energy policy and a look at the claims that 2014
was the hottest year on record, this
issue is packed with information you
need to make informed decisions.
We also provide you an article on the
recent National Coal Council study
on carbon capture and storage, a
technical review on addressing HCl
reduction for MATS compliance,
then look at long-term forecasts on
Powder River Basin production, as
well as the value of reclaiming historic coal refuse. We’ve also included a couple new features in this
issue that let you meet a member
of the ACC’s Board of Directors and
catch up with a former Tomorrow’s
Leadership Council member as we
wrap up the magazine.
Again, there is a lot of information waiting for you in this issue.
Welcome. We hope you enjoy it. u
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A Powerful Ally
This is a crucial time in the
history of the coal industry.
I’m ready to do all I can to
protect the interests of those
who are working to keep coal
as an important part of
America’s energy mix.
– Len Marsico, McGuireWoods partner,
seasoned litigator, coal industry advocate

For decades, McGuireWoods has
represented some of the largest coal
companies in the United States and
around the world. We congratulate
our partner and head of our coal industry
team, Leonard Marsico, on his
appointment to the board of directors
of the American Coal Council.

Leonard J. Marsico, Partner | 412.667.7987 | lmarsico@mcguirewoods.com
EQT Plaza | 625 Liberty Avenue, 23rd Floor | Pittsburgh, PA 15222

1,000 Lawyers | 20 Offices | www.mcguirewoods.com

coalbuzz
facebook.com/AmericanCoal

twitter.com/AmericanCoal

SIERRA CLUB PROUD THEY’RE PUTTING
MINERS OUT OF WORK
“So the Sierra Club and Bloomberg were effectively bragging today about their
collective ability to put 23,200 American miners out of work,” Jason Hayes, associate director of the American Coal Council trade association, told CNSNews.
com. One wonders if the Sierra Club is going to put any of Bloomberg’s multimillion dollar gifts to work helping these miners and families get retrained or to
help them pay their bills?”
		

linkedin.com/company/
american-coal-council

americancoalcouncil.org

– coalblog.org

CURRENT CLIMATE POLICIES MEAN
ENERGY DEPRIVATION, POVERTY, DISEASE
AND DEATH FOR BILLIONS
The proponents of green campaigns to shut down coal claim they have a “moral” imperative. The reality is however, that if actually implemented as proposed,
their plans will promote untold human suffering and misery as they cost real human lives, put millions out of work and cost trillions in lost economic activity.
		

– coalblog.org

THE TRUE COST OF WIND POWER
coalblog.org

acclive.com

As I have noted in many previous Coalblog posts, we consistently hear how
wind generation has achieved “cost parity” with fossil fuels. However, a closer
look at the actual costs involved reveal a much different story, with wind power
coming in at an estimated $149/MWh.
		

– coalblog.org

SOMETHING TO DO

SOMETHING TO READ

SOMETHING TO REMEMBER

Coal Market Strategies
Conference
Aug. 10 –12, 2015
Stein Eriksen Lodge, Park City, UT

The Moral Case
for Fossil Fuels
By: Alex Epstein

“In fact, the truth is the exact
opposite; we don’t take a safe climate
and make it dangerous; we take a
dangerous climate and make it safe.
High-energy civilization, not climate,
is the driver of climate livability.”
– Alex Epstein, The Moral
Case for Fossil Fuels, 2014

Coal Trading Conference
Dec. 7–8, 2015
Marriott Marquis
New York City, NY
Spring Coal Forum
March 8–10, 2016
Sandpearl Resort, Clearwater, FL
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Smaller Faster
Lighter
Denser Cheaper
By: Robert Bryce
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from the president
Rob Hardman
ACC 2015 President and
Vice President – Coal Supply, Dynegy

Regulations Aren’t the Only
Pressures Coal Faces
The challenges being thrown
into our industry’s path by an extreme regulatory agenda are manifest and well known. We clearly need
a different type of climate change – a
change in the current regulatory climate – but regulations are not the only pressures facing the coal industry.

We continue to feel pressure from
other factors that significantly impact coal supply and demand.
Up to 2008, coal provided over 50
percent of America’s electricity. We
were (more or less) a silent giant and
hidden from public view. Demand
for coal-based generation was

predictably growing along with the
demand for energy to fuel the U.S.
economy. Our situation has changed.

Weather
In decades past, coal was the everyday base load resource, regardless
of weather. As the low-cost, reliable

LIGHTSPRING/SHUTTERSTOCK.COM

“By remaining active
in, or joining with,
the ACC, you can
help to ensure we
remain a respected
and strong voice
in the discussion
over energy policy
and the need to
keep coal in our
energy mix.”
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Henry Hub Natural Gas Spot Price

drives demand for coal up to address
the weather-related increase in energy use.

Natural gas

energy option, coal provided the bulk
of energy demands to fuel a robust
economy. Today, mandates and subsidies are increasing renewable energy use and new drilling technologies
have reduced the price of natural

gas. As these other generation options capture market share, coal is
not always the low-cost option. It is
now on the margin. Seasons of moderate temperatures reduce demand
for coal; while extreme weather

The natural gas market is the tail
that wags our dog today. Gas prices remain volatile – ranging from
$2.75 to $6.55/MMBtu over the past
two winters. That volatility puts a
tremendous amount of pressure on
electricity markets. In some areas of
the country where gas transportation is constrained, local prices have
actually topped $90/MMBtu.
Dispatch of generation units is typically based on the marginal cost of
electricity production. Over the past
few years, as gas prices have generally remained below the four to five
dollar per MMBtu range, gas-fired
units have transitioned to base-load
duty cycles leaving many coal plants
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Shipping: 26864 Watauga Road, Abingdon, VA 24211
Voice: (276) 676-2376 or (800) 390-7636
Fax: (276) 676-0300
e-mail: info@damascuscorp.com
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to deliver power around the edges of
the dispatch curve.
Gas is much cheaper today than
in the past. However, utilities cannot ignore the continuing volatility in gas markets. Regular reports
of low gas prices in the media and
markets make it easy to miss rapid price swings and localized price
spikes caused by weather and transportation limitations. As regulation
continues to pressure existing coal
plants out of existence, utility fuel
options diminish, leaving electricity customers exposed to greater cost
volatility.
That trend has been compounded
as utilities now tend to rely more on
spot coal purchases and ‘in time’ delivery of natural gas, while they move
away from relatively safe and secure
long-term coal contracts for the majority of their baseload energy needs.
Relying on low gas prices and moderate temperatures, while replacing
retiring plants with new gas-fired capacity, has allowed electricity prices
to stay relatively low in the short term.
However, as noted above, movement
in gas prices could easily spike electricity prices across the nation.
Putting all of our eggs in one basket is not a good long-term energy policy. In fact, this strategy is
already pushing forecasted energy
prices up. The Energy Information
Agency (EIA)’s 2015 Annual Energy
Outlook reports that continued reliance on natural gas, as well as nearterm retirements of coal and nuclear
capacity, will see the national average electricity price in 2030 rise from
9.9 cents/kWh (AEO 2013) to 11.8
cents/kWh (AEO 2015) in 2040.
Regulations are a primary reason for coal plant closures. However,
weather and competition from

natural gas both compound the
strains being placed on our industry.
The American Coal Council (ACC)
is actively working to educate our
industry, elected officials and the
general public about these challenges as well as the need for a diverse,
and therefore, stable generation system. By remaining active in, or joining with, the ACC, you can help to
ensure we remain a respected and
strong voice in the discussion over

energy policy and the need to keep
coal in our energy mix.
We welcome you to take part in our
events, our committees, our advocacy work and to contribute to our publications and social media efforts.
The louder and more focused our industry’s voice can be, the more effective we will be in ensuring elected
officials are aware and convinced of
the need for keeping coal in our energy mix. u
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nterlake Steamship has a long tradition of being responsive to its customers and
meeting their cargo delivery challenges. Our knowledgeable and accommodating marketing personnel, together with experienced and conscientious vessel crews, will work
with you to deliver your cargo where, when and how you want it. Interlake’s versatile
and reliable nine-vessel self-unloading fleet, with cargo capacities ranging from
17,000 to 68,000 gross tons, is ready to fulfill your Great Lakes transportation needs.
Experience our commitment to superior customer service. Put the responsive Interlake
team to work for you.

The Interlake Steamship Company
7300 Engle Road
Middleburg Heights, Ohio 44130
Phone: 440-260-6900 • 800-327-3855
FAX: 440-260-6945
Email: boconnor@interlake-steamship.com
Website: www.interlakesteamship.com
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DON’T MISS
ACC’S 2015 COAL MARKET
STRATEGIES CONFERENCE

AUG.10–12,
2015

STEIN
ERIKSEN
LODGE

PARK CITY, UT

Register today at americancoalcouncil.org

from the ceo
Betsy Monseu,
Chief Executive Officer,
American Coal Council

From Polar Vortex to
Siberian Express, Coal is Key

“We must illuminate the shortcomings of policies and
regulations that will fail to achieve meaningful air quality
and health benefits, fail to show global leadership on energy
and policy and coal technology development and fail to
elevate resolutions to the alleviation of energy poverty.”
where the power is coming from to
keep our heat and air conditioning
running is not something that most
people regularly consider. I think, too,
of those who have lost their lives due
to circumstances related to our bout
of severe weather this winter. One of
author and philosopher Alex Epstein’s
sayings comes to mind; “Fossil fuels
don’t make a safe climate dangerous

for humanity, they make a dangerous
climate safe for humanity.”
As an industry, we must continue
to emphasize the connection of coal
to reliable, cost-competitive electric generating plants and industrial and manufacturing facilities
and to the care and comfort of our
people. We must be vigilant about
pushing back on energy policies

ACCLive.com | Issue 1 2015 | American Coal
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As I write this message, it’s a
Saturday morning and it’s very cold
outside. I look out the window to snow
and the forecast for the weekend is
for a lot MORE snow and perhaps ice
as well. This kind of a forecast is a
non-starter in many places, but especially so in the Washington, D.C.
area. I am relieved that I don’t have
to drive into the District. I feel good
about my decision to go to the grocery store last night. I am grateful to
be warm and comfortable and I am
concerned about the plight of those
who are not.
While many take electricity for
granted a great deal of the time, that
is not the case when the weather is
severely cold, intensely hot, or extremely threatening in some way. No
doubt people in my area and much
of the nation affected by this winter’s
“Siberian Express” had thoughts
very similar to mine. However, they
may not be thinking of coal as an essential part of their warmth and comfort, as I often do.
The electric utility industry has such
a stellar record of reliability achievement that being concerned about

and regulations that saddle us with
enormous costs that will do far
more harm than good and that will
compromise fuel choice and market
competition, energy security, and
technology advancement. We must
illuminate the shortcomings of policies and regulations that will fail to
achieve meaningful air quality and
health benefits, fail to show global leadership on energy and policy
and coal technology development,
and fail to elevate resolutions to the
alleviation of energy poverty.
There is much work to be done. The
Environmental Protection Agency
(EPA) continues with plans to issue final rules for carbon emissions reductions for new and existing coal plants
this summer. The EPA is also preparing to issue new National Ambient
Air Quality Standards (NAAQS) for
ozone that would affect the power

sector, industrial plants and manufacturing facilities, industrial plants,
autos, agriculture and even commercial and residential buildings. In late
January 2015, I testified on behalf of
the American Coal Council (ACC) at
the EPA’s public hearing on NAAQS
ozone in Washington, D.C. There is
a repository on the ACC website (at
www.americancoalcouncil.org) containing this statement as well as the
ACC’s other statements and written
comments to the EPA.
A recent setback in the area of coal
technology advancement was the
announcement by the Department
of Energy (DOE) to suspend funding for further development of the
FutureGen 2.0 project in Meredosia,
Ill. This project was planned to be the
first coal-fueled power plant with oxycombustion technology and deep
saline geologic storage of carbon

THE ENGINEER’S 1ST CHOICE
BOLTED RTP TANKS
Hopper applications to 80,000 cu. ft.

Field-weld Silos
Hopper bottom capacities to 200,000 cu. ft.

SHOP-weld Silos
Hopper capacities up to 10,000 cu. ft.

Tank Connection will prescribe the best solution for your particular
application, with specification development and material testing.
Our streamlined design/build processes produce functional mass
flow discharge designs and reliable performance for single tanks
through complete integrated systems. Tank Connection delivers
modular construction, turnkey field installation and golden rule
customer service worldwide.
Tank Connection Affiliate Group
3609 North 16th Street • Parsons, KS 67357 • 620.423.3010
sales@tankconnection.com • www.tankconnection.com
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dioxide (CO2). The government decision to suspend funding is disappointing on many levels. For one, the
partnership of the DOE, industry’s
FutureGen Alliance and the State of
Illinois on this project has been important to overcoming barriers to the
technology development, such as
permitting. FutureGen 2.0 was the
first site in the country to be issued
Class VI CO2 storage permits for a
commercial scale power plant. I addressed the implications of this DOE
announcement on FutureGen 2.0 in
an opinion piece that ran in The Hill
in Washington, D.C. in mid-February.
In it, I noted that much of the success
in the reduction of nearly 90 percent
of conventional power sector emissions over the past four decades was
achieved through industry’s partnership with the DOE. This partnership
is one reason that off-the-shelf technologies for conventional emissions
reduction are widely available. The
expansion, not contraction, of DOE’s
partnership with industry is needed – and the FutureGen 2.0 project
should not be stranded. The National
Coal Council, a policy advisory group
to the Secretary of Energy of which I
am a member, has issued a new report to Energy Secretary Moniz urging speed and scale in developing
carbon capture and sequestration.
Whether one refers to 2014’s “Polar
Vortex” or 2015’s “Siberian Express,”
or simply calls such events “winter
weather,” it’s a reminder to me that
reasonable, balanced energy policy
is in fashion, year in and year out.
I encourage our policymakers and
elected officials to look well beyond
the EPA’s Clean Power Plan in considering sensible coal and energy
policies that protect our economy,
our families and our businesses. u
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Gain even more benefits by becoming an
Industry or Generating Company Sponsor
Contact: Christy Coleman, ccoleman@accessintel.com, 713-343-1873
For more information contact: prb@tradefairgroup.com, 713-343-1879

25689

ACC Membership
Has Benefits
The ACC represents the coal industry from the-holein-the-ground to the plug-in-the-wall. Our members
include coal suppliers, coal consumers, coal transportation
companies, coal traders and coal support service firms
operating in the U.S., Canada and South America. The ACC
has over 165 member companies. No other association in
our industry represents as diverse a membership base.

XIAO FANG HU / PHOTOS.COM

Why join the ACC
As a member of the ACC you’ll benefit from premier educational programming,
broad-based, high-level networking, energy advocacy, policy input and enhanced industry
visibility. Along with a suite of ACC events and publications, you’ll also see the benefits of frequent
member communications and business referrals. Additionally, ACC programs, committee memberships
and activities provide opportunities for members to advance their professional skills, keep current
on emerging trends and industry developments, gain experience and make new contacts.

membership coupon
Join more than 165 companies that
recognize the importance of belonging
to an association that serves as the preeminent business voice of the American
coal industry and advocates for coal
as an economic, abundant/secure and
environmentally sound fuel source.

Please send me
membership information!
Name_______________________________________________________________

The American Coal Council (ACC)
is an alliance of coal, utility, trading,
transportation, terminal and coal support
service companies, advocating a nonadversarial, partnering approach to
business.

Title_________________________________________________________________

The ACC facilitates the lawful exchange
of ideas and information regarding the
American coal industry. It serves as an
essential resource for companies that
mine, sell, trade, transport or consume
American coal. The ACC also serves as a
resource for those wishing to expand or
enhance business relationships in North
American and international coal markets.

City_________________________ State_____________Zip____________________

Company____________________________________________________________
Address_____________________________________________________________

Phone________________________ Fax___________________________________
Email________________________________________________________________

Email, Mail or Fax to: American Coal Council – info@americancoalcouncil.org
1101 Pennsylvania Ave. N.W., Suite 600 • Washington, D.C. 20004 • Fax: 202-756-7323
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new members

ACC Welcomes its
Newest Members

With so many pressures facing our industry at this
time, it is essential that we continue to work together
to represent the collective interests of the American
coal industry – from the hole-in-the-ground to the
plug-in-the-wall – and advocate for coal as an economic,
abundant and environmentally sound fuel source.

The ACC welcomes:
CB&I
Combustion Blending, LLC
East Side River Transportation, Inc.
GATX
GE Power & Water
Noble Americas Corp.
Northern Indiana Public Service Company (NIPSCO)
Vitol
For more information about becoming an ACC
member, please visit americancoalcouncil.org.

“Mining With Purpose”
(618)-643-5500
McLeansboro, IL 62859
www.whiteoakresources.com
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The American Coal Council (ACC)’s Board of Directors
have reviewed and approved the following applicants for
membership in the ACC. The board and staff would like
to welcome these new members, as it is only through
the support of our membership and industry that the
ACC can continue to provide educational programs,
market intelligence, advocacy support and peer-to-peer
networking forums whereby we advance members’
commercial and professional development interests.

2015 CHAMPION SPONSORS

George Duggan
Group Vice President,
Coal Marketing
PO Box 961051
Ft. Worth, TX 76131-2830
www.bnsf.com
Phone: 817-967-6253

Brie Harding
Marketing Associate
One SNL Plz.
Charlottesville, VA 22902
www.snl.com
Phone: +1 866-296-3743

Doug Evans
Director Coal
Marketing – Utility
5165 Campus Dr.,
Ste. 300
Plymouth Meeting, PA 19462
Ph: 610-832-1955

Jeffrey Wallace
VP – Fuel Services
600 North 18th St.,
14N-8162
Birmingham, AL 35291
Ph: 205-257-6111

Doug Glass
Vice President and General Manager
– Energy
1400 Douglas St. STOP 1270
Omaha, NE. 68179-1270
www.up.com
Phone: 402-544-5678

2015 PATRON
SPONSORS

Ross Allen
Vice President, Business
Development
1012 14th St. NW Ste. 1500
Washington, D.C. 20005
www.argusmedia.com
202-775-0240

Marc Rademacher
Vice President & Business Manager
1919 S. Highland Ave., Ste. 140D
Lombard, IL 60148
www.us.sgs.com/coal
Phone: 630-426-0132

Steve Brady
VP, Fuel Chem Sales
27601 Bella Vista Pkwy.
Warrenville, IL 60555
www.ftek.com
Phone: 630-845-4500

2015 ADVOCATE SPONSORS

Jon Lagarenne
President
9135 S. Ridgeline Blvd., Ste. 200
Highlands Ranch, CO 80129
www.adaes.com
Phone: 303-734-1727

Ann Forte
Product Marketing Manager, Global
Coal and Electricity
10225 Westmoor Dr., Ste. 325
Westminster, CO 80021
www.platts.com
Ph: 720-548-5479

Global Coal Sales Group
Don Drabant
President
41 S. High St.
Columbus, OH 43215
Ph: 614-221-0101

Coal Trading
Conference

Aug. 10–12, 2015
Stein Eriksen Lodge
Park City, Utah

Dec. 7–8, 2015
Marriott Marquis
New York City, N.Y.
In conjunction
with the Coal
Trading Association

Spring Coal Forum
March 8–10, 2016
Sandpearl Resort and Spa
Clearwater, FL

D AT E S

Coal Market
Strategies Conference

SAVE THE

events

Please refer to www.americancoalcouncil.org or call 202-756-4540
for additional dates and registration information on our events schedule.
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ACC 2015
Board of Directors
PRESIDENT

TRANSPORTATION

Robert Hardman, PE
Vice President – Coal Supply,
Dynegy (2013–2015)

IMMEDIATE PAST PRESIDENT

Vision
Statement
ACC advances the power,
the promise & the pride of
America’s coal industry.

Danny Gray
Executive Vice President,
Governmental and Environmental
Affairs, Charah, Inc (2011–2015)

COAL SUPPLIERS

Mike Siebers
Senior Vice President Sales & Marketing
Peabody Energy (2013–2015)
ACC VP of Coal Suppliers
Don Drabant
President,
Global Coal Sales Group (2013–2015)

Mission
Statement
American Coal Council (ACC)
provides relevant educational
programs, market intelligence,
advocacy support and peerto-peer networking forums
to advance members’
commercial and professional
development interests.
ACC represents the collective
interests of the American
coal industry – from the
hole-in-the-ground to the plugin-the-wall – in advocating
for coal as an economic,
abundant and environmentally
sound fuel source.
ACC serves as an essential
resource for industry, policy
makers and public interest
groups. The Association
supports activities and
objectives that advance
coal supply, consumption,
transportation and trading.
22
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B. Scott Spears
President
White Oak Resources LLC (2014–2016)
Membership Chair

COAL CONSUMERS

Elliott Batson
Director, Coal
Duke Energy Corporation (2015–2017)

Christian Dueweke
Commodity Manager
Holcim (U.S.) Inc. (2015–2017)

EXECUTIVE STAFF
Betsy Monseu, CEO
American Coal Council

Scott Becnel
VP Terminal Operations & COO
United Bulk Terminals (2015–2017)
Todd Nuelle
Director, Sales & Marketing U.S.
CN Railway (2015–2017)

ENERGY TRADERS

Matt Schicke
Head of U.S. Coal
Noble Americas Corp. (2013–2015)
ACC President-elect 2016
& ACC Treasurer, ACC HR &
Compensation Committee Chair
John Wagner
Director – Fuel Supply
DTE Electric Company (2015–2017)
ACC VP of Energy Traders

COAL SUPPORT SERVICES

H. Craig Romer
Director Fuel Supply Operations
Xcel Energy (2014–2016)
ACC VP Coal Consumers

Kimberly Chilcote
Manager Fuel Procurement,
AEP Energy Supply (2015–2017)

Donna Cerwonka
Asst. Vice President Utility Coal
CSX Transportation (2014–2016)
ACC VP of Transportation

Buddy Hancock
Director Energy Minerals
SGS North America (2015–2017)
ACC VP of Coal Support Services

Leonard Marsico
Partner and Coal Team Leader
McGuireWoods LLP (2015–2017)
Phil Poletti
Vice President Business Development
Crown Products & Services,
Inc. (2015–2016)

AT LARGE

Dan Speck
Chief Operating Officer
Lighthouse Resources Inc. (2013–2015)

Thank You, Editorial Board
Daniel Checki, Alliant Energy
Carolyn Evans, Norfolk Southern
Trygve Gaalaas, Hawk Consulting
Jason Hayes, American Coal Council
Kirk Landry, Florida Marine Transporters
Beth Sutton, Peabody Energy

American Coal Council
Member Companies
ADA Carbon Solutions

Cooper/Consolidated

Interlake Steamship Company

PricewaterhouseCoopers LLP

AEP Energy Supply

Crounse Corp

John T. Boyd Company

AEP River Operations LLC

Crown Products & Services, Inc.

Joy Global, Inc.

Public Service Company
of New Mexico

AKJ Nalco, an Ecolab Company

CSX Transportation

Kansas City Southern Railway

Alliance Coal, LLC

Dominion Generation

KCBX Terminals Company

Alliant Energy

DRA Taggart

Kiewit Mining Group, Inc.

Alpha Natural Resources

Drummond Company, Inc.

Kinder Morgan Terminals

ALSTOM

Duke Energy

King’s Mountain Energy, LLC

Ambre Energy NA Inc.

Dynegy

Kirby Ocean Transport Company

Ameren Energy Fuels &
Services Co.

East Side River Transportation, Inc.

LGE-KU Services Co.

Energy & Mineral Law Society

Luminant Energy

Entergy

Marquette Transportation
Company

Ameren Missouri
Ameren Services Company
American Coal Foundation

Environmental Energy
Services, Inc.

Richwood
River Trading Company, Ltd.
Robindale Energy Services, Inc.
Rocky Mountain Electrical League
RWE Trading Americas Inc
Salt River Project
Sampling Associates International
Sandy Creek Energy Station
Savage Services Corporation
SCANA Corporation

Martin Engineering

SCH Terminal Co., Inc.
SGS North America Inc.

American Steamship Company

Ernst & Young

McGuireWoods LLP

Arch Coal Sales Company, Inc.

Evansville Western Railway, Inc.

Mercuria Energy Trading, Inc.

Slover & Loftus LLP

Arch Coal, Inc.

Express Marine, Inc.

Metro Ports

SNL Energy

Argus Media

MidAmerican Energy Company

SNL Financial

Arizona Public Service Company

Faculty of Agriculture,
Annamalai University

Midwest Industrial Supply, Inc.

Southern Company Generation

Armstrong Energy, Inc.

Ferrocarril Mexicano

MinTech Enterprises LLC

Standard Laboratories, Inc.

ASGCO - Complete Conveyor
Solutions

FirstEnergy Corp.

MRT, a CEMEX Company

T. Parker Host, Inc.

Florida Marine Transporters

Associated Terminals LLC

Murray Energy Corporation

Tampa Electric Company

Foresight Coal Sales, LLC

Baker, Donelson, Bearman,
Caldwell & Berkowitz

Neumann Systems Group

Trafigura AG

FreightCar America, Inc.

NexGen Coal Services, Ltd.

UCG Partnership

Fuel Tech, Inc.

Noble Americas Corp.

UNC Charlotte

GATX

Norfolk Southern Corporation

Union Pacific Railroad Company

Genscape/Institutional Investors

United Bulk Terminals USA, Inc.

GE Power & Water

Northern Indiana Public Service
Company (NIPSCO)

Glencore Ltd.

Novinda

University of Kentucky - Center
for Applied Energy Res.

Global Coal Sales Group, LLC

NRG Energy

Usibelli Coal Mine, Inc.

Global Commerce Forum

Nucor Corporation

Vitol

Golder Associates, Inc.

Omaha Public Power District

We Energies

Great River Energy

Osho Coal LLC

Westar Energy

Hallador Energy Company (HNRG)

Oxford Mining Company, Inc.

Westmoreland Coal Company

HDR Engineering, Inc.

Patriot Coal Corporation

Headwaters Energy Services

Peabody Energy

Westshore Terminals Limited
Partnership

Hellerworx, Inc.

Pickands Mather Coal
Company, LLC

Biogenic Reagents
Black & Veatch
Blackhawk Mining, LLC
BNSF Railway Company
Boral Material Technologies LLC
Bowie Resource Partners, LLC
Buchanan Ingersoll & Rooney
Canal Barge Company, Inc.
CB&I
Charah, Inc.
Cloud Peak Energy
CN
Coal Marketing Company
(USA) Inc.

Holcim (US) Inc.

Platte River Power Authority

Coal Utilization Research Council

Holland & Hart LLP

Combustion Blending, LLC

Ingram Barge Company

Power Plant Management
Services, LLC

CONSOL Energy Inc.

Integrity Coal Sales, Inc.

PPL EnergyPlus LLC

ACC Events:
A Key Industry
Resource

White Oak Resources LLC
Wisconsin Public Service
Corporation
Wood Mackenzie Inc.
Xcel Energy
Xcoal Energy & Resources

ACC events are widely recognized as
an essential means of maintaining upto-date industry and policy knowledge,
as well as high-level networks. Our
event agendas are packed with timely,
critical marketplace and public policy
issues, detailed operations updates,
cutting edge management techniques,
and – of course – expert speakers.
Attending an ACC event plugs
you into your industry.
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tomorrow’s leadership council

Building and Educating Future
Coal Industry Leaders

T

Participants in the TLC have been uniform in their
praise of the program, noting that it was a great educational program that, in addition to improving their marketable skills, allowed them to build an extensive network of
peers, associates and close friends.
The TLC provides a meaningful opportunity for up-andcoming executives to enhance their industry knowledge
and networks through projects and activities that advance
industry-wide objectives as well as professional development goals.
The 2015 TLC project will research and develop a “coal
communications kit,” which will prepare coal-themed educational resources for coal industry employees that can
be distributed online, at ACC events and in ACC publications. The project document will provide simple documents for coal-related employees and representatives to
improve communications and relations with media, government and the public, as well as backups for those documents with links to more in depth sources. The kit will
provide helpful hints and instructions on the use of social
media, email, fact sheets, online sources, video, ACC publications and strategic communications tools to aid coal
industry employees and representatives in their outreach.
Past projects have included:
2014 –	Changing the Narrative: It is time to recognize the
many benefits coal provides
2013 –	Coal 2040: The Future of Coal – Where will coal be
in 25 years?
2012 –	Coal: the Fuel for America’s Future – A list of the
benefits of coal-fueled electricity, debunking anticoal myths and a path forward for coal

DEAN DROBOT/SHUTTERSTOCK.COM

he Tomorrow’s Leadership Council (TLC) program began in 2009 as a means of helping to
bring in, vest and advance new executive talent in the coal industry. Since its inception, the annual program has “hosted” more than 100 executives, all of
whom have had the opportunity to better their professional skills and networks throughout the industry.

2011 –	Social Media for the Coal Industry – Making social
media work for our industry
2010 –	Coal Unplugged – Coal is used to produce much
more than electricity
2009 –	Coal Fundamentals: An overview of coal supply,
consumption & transportation
If you’re new to the industry or are early in your coal industry career, you’d be a perfect fit for the ACC’s TLC
program.
If you relish the thought of taking an active role in the
development of your industry, we’d encourage you
sign up for our one-year program. The TLC is a close-knit
community of more than 100 executives from ACC member companies who represent the spectrum of the coal industry. As part of the TLC community, you will have the
opportunity to build your:
• Research and project management skills
• Business and industry experience
• Professional networks and industry contacts
• Leadership skills (through focused training and seminars at key industry events)
Get involved and help build your industry. Improve your
knowledge, skills, and career prospects. Gain the respect
and recognition of your industry colleagues. u
For more information on the TLC, please
visit the ACC website, “Committees” page
(www.americancoalcouncil.org). You may also contact
Jason Hayes, ACC associate director, at 202-756-4540
or by email at jhayes@americancoalcouncil.org.
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webcasts

ACC’S Coal Q&A Program

Be sure to check out the ACC website
(www.americancoalcouncil.org) to stay up-todate on our conferences and webcasts. u
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T

he ACC’s Coal Q&A Program is a
monthly webcast, which provides a forum to address critical issues affecting
the U.S. coal industry – including coal producers,
consumers and transporters. Each program begins
with a topic briefing by a leading industry analyst,
expert or representative, followed by a moderated
Q&A session.
Throughout 2015, our webcast presentations
have covered a wide range of content, including:
• The role of technology in developing carbon capture and storage (CCS)
• Marketing CCS through education and outreach
• Domestic and international coal markets

company of the year

Peabody Energy Named
“Energy Company of the Year”
CEO Greg Boyce recognized for his leadership and focus

T

ELNUR/SHUTTERSTOCK.COM

he American Coal Council (ACC) would like
to congratulate Peabody Energy and Peabody
CEO, Greg Boyce, for being named the
Energy Company of the Year and CEO of the Year
by the Platts 2014 Global Energy Awards.
From the Peabody news release:
The Energy Company of the Year award is the
program’s highest honor, recognizing all-around
excellence in executing a total energy strategy. A
panel of international judges selected Peabody as
Energy Company of the Year for its “best-in-class
performance, demonstration of a corporate philosophy that is fast-moving, adaptive and forwardthinking and for its perseverance in a time when

competitors are faltering and its powerful position
as demand for coal continues to grow.”
The judges credited Boyce as being “the driving force behind the best coal company in the industry – one that is surviving and thriving in a
challenging market.” Judges noted that Boyce is
“renowned in the industry for his unerring focus
on operational excellence and capital discipline.”
Under Boyce’s leadership, Peabody has demonstrated success across multiple market environments and expanded globally to access
higher-growth markets. The company made significant investments in the low-cost, highergrowth U.S. Powder River and Illinois basins,
completed a series of acquisitions in Australia
and expanded its global reach through its trading
and business development activities.
The ACC applauds Peabody’s steadfast
support and contributions to our
organization’s work and also their tireless
work to support coal and the American
coal industry through efforts like their
advancedenergyforlife.com website. u
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ACC Committee Updates
ACC Communications Committee

Coal 2.0 Alliance

The ACC’s Communications Committee provides feedback on strategies and tactics pertaining to association
communications and marketing materials. The committee’s specific functions include:
• Serving as a sounding board for ACC staff regarding
objectives of various ACC communications outlets –
publications (print and electronic), websites and social
media
• Bringing diverse perspectives to bear in reviewing messages and materials for member and public distribution
• Gathering intelligence on what competing organizations or “frenemies” are doing in an effort to help ACC
staff stay abreast of important trends and developments
• Serving as a community antennae – what’s the latest
buzz in the industry, what are folks saying about ACC
and other associations, what questions need to be addressed by ACC staff/board
• Friend-raising by speaking publicly and privately about
ACC’s good work
• Researching target audiences to focus and improve
communications and marketing strategies
• Assisting with development of member surveys
• Providing input on website content, Coalbog content,
magazine and newsletter content

The ACC’s Coal 2.0 Alliance is focused on advancing the
development and utilization of engineered coal fuels and
coal preparation technologies by enhancing awareness of
their environmental and efficiency performance benefits.
The committee’s specific functions include:
• Promotion of the environmental and efficiency benefits
of engineered coal fuels and coal preparation technologies through various communications and advocacy
channels, including but not limited to:
ººPreparation and placement of industry trade publication and mainstream media articles
ººMeetings with public policymakers
• Agenda participation in the ACC and other industry
conference programs
• Development of new ACC-hosted conference programs, seminar and/or webinars devoted to engineered
coal fuels and coal preparation technology utilization
• Establishment of an information clearinghouse on the
ACC website of relevant reports and studies
• Development of original data and/or reports as deemed
necessary and appropriate
If you are interested in serving on, or recommending
someone for, the Coal 2.0 Alliance, please contact the
ACC at 202-756-4540 to discuss this opportunity. u

RAWPIXEL/SHUTTERSTOCK.COM

The ACC’s American Coal Editorial Review Board
serves as a sub-committee of the ACC Communications
Committee.
If you are interested in serving on, or recommending
someone for, the Communications Committee, please contact the ACC at 202-756-4540 to discuss this opportunity.
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COAL WORKS
FOR AMERICA,
AND BNSF WORKS
FOR COAL.

www.bnsf.com/coal

Impacts of 2014 Election
on Energy Policy and Coal

COWARDLION/SHUTTERSTOCK.COM

By Jason Hayes, American Coal Council
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spotlight

How the shift in control of
the Senate and House of
Representatives has changed
committees, policy decisions

I

n the days after the 2014 election, there was a great
deal of talk about expectations for significant changes in the management of energy policy. Republicans
are widely cast as being far more energy-friendly, so expectations were that having the Republican Party leading
both the Senate and the House of Representatives could
spell serious changes in energy policy.
Initial Republican goals on the energy front were threefold. First, they wished to consider or increase energy exports – oil and natural gas, as well as coal. Second, they
looked to expand domestic energy production. Third,
they planned to remove or stop heavy-handed environmental regulation that has effectively targeted coal and
appears to be working its way toward oil and natural gas.
So, as the first 100 days (and more) of the 114th Congress
have now ticked by, we will take a look at just how substantial the change actually was.

Election results
As a result of the 2014 election, there was a shift in control of the Senate from Democratic hands to Republican.
In the House of Representatives, Republicans cemented
their existing lead by winning several new seats.
2014 Election Results
Change in
Before
2014 election
Senate
House

After

D: 53 / R:45 / I:2*

D: -9 / R: +9

D:44 / R: 54 / I:2*

D: 199 / R: 233

D: -11 / R: +14

D: 188 / R: 247**

* Independents: Bernie Sanders, Vermont & Angus
King, Maine caucus with the Democratic Party
** The House currently has 244 Republican members as three
vacancies opened up in 2015 due to two resignations and one death

Changes in the Senate necessitated certain changes
in Senate activities, as well as the makeup of two key
energy-focused committees.
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spotlight

Despite being passed
by a bipartisan majority
of 62 senators, the bill
fell short of the 67 votes
needed to override a
presidential veto

Regular order

Energy and Natural Resources Committee

Perhaps the most significant change in the working of
the Senate was a return to regular order. Many media
outlets had criticized the 113th Congress as the “least
productive” in history. That lack of productivity was due
largely to Senate inactivity. Under the control of Senate
Majority Leader, Harry Reid (D-NV), numerous energy
policy votes (as well as many other bills) had been held
up and left to die.
After the November 2014 election, media reports highlighted the fact that in the first three weeks of the 114th
Congress, the Senate voted on more amendments than it
had in all of 2014. Notably, much of the Senate’s activity
during that period was related to legislation approving a
key energy bill for the Keystone XL pipeline. Despite being passed by a bipartisan majority of 62 senators, the bill
fell short of the 67 votes needed to override a presidential veto.

Senator Lisa Murkowski (R-AK) has taken over as chair of
the Energy and Natural Resource Committee and Senator
Maria Cantwell (D-WA) has replaced outgoing Senator
Mary Landrieu (D-LA) as Ranking Member.
In the first few months of 2015, this committee and
its subcommittees have kept up a busy schedule, with
Senator Murkowski – a vocal proponent of domestic fossil fuel production – recently releasing a “barrage” of energy bills aimed at developing various energy resources and
energy infrastructure across the country.
Senator Murkowski has also been a vocal critic of
the Environmental Protection Agency (EPA)’s Clean
Power Plan, calling it a “unilateral effort to bypass
Congress and force into place policies that we have
not approved. The goal is to push our electric supply
away from coal, and then ultimately natural gas, as
soon as possible.”
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spotlight
Murkowski has targeted the completion of a comprehensive energy bill by the end of June. That bill is expected to address issues of energy efficiency, infrastructure
development, energy supply and government accountability reform. Early discussion on the bill and working
relationships in the Energy Committee seem to indicate
bipartisan cooperation between Murkowski and Cantwell.

Environment & Public Works Committee
Senator James Inhofe (R-OK) has re-taken his role of chair
of the Environment & Public Works Committee after an
eight-year stint as Ranking Member. Senator Barbara
Boxer (D-CA) has taken over the role of Ranking Member,
which she is expected to hold until her announced retirement in 2016.
The changing dynamic in this committee is notable as
Senator Boxer is a vocal and open climate change “true
believer,” having pushed hard for a cap-and-trade bill during the Obama administration’s first term and then supporting a carbon tax, while blaming Oklahoma tornados,

“You cannot guarantee your
carbon regulations won’t
cost my constituents jobs.
You cannot guarantee your
carbon regulations won’t
raise their utility bills.”
– Senate Majority Leader Mitch McConnell (R-KY)
as well as California droughts and wildfires on global
warming. Boxer also notably claimed Hurricane Sandy
was due to global warming and constituted a necessary
turning point in the public perception of climate change.
In direct opposition to Senator Boxer’s views, Senator
Inhofe is described throughout the media as the “Senate’s

working

night
& day
to deliver premium value
for our business partners

W E S T M O R E L A N D C OA L C O M PA N Y
I N N OVAT I O N

Contact us at: (303) 922-6463

EXPERIENCE

COMMITMENT

email: sales@westmoreland.com

INTEGRITY

www.westmoreland.com
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In a sure sign of the increased oversight that was expected as a result of the changing committee structure,
Inhofe recently demanded that EPA Administrator, Gina
McCarthy, turn over documents, emails, briefing materials, lists of contractors (and amounts paid), etc. that detail
the influence of left-leaning environmental groups on the
development of EPA greenhouse gas regulations.

EPA Administrator Gina McCarthy

most vocal climate change skeptic.” Inhofe even published a 2012 book titled, The Greatest Hoax: How Global
Warming Conspiracy Threatens Your Future.
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Interior and Environment
Appropriations Subcommittee
Senate Majority Leader Mitch McConnell (R-KY) has
vowed to do “everything (he) can” to stop the EPA’s Clean
Power Plan, as he argues it will decrease coal mining jobs
and increase electricity rates in Kentucky.
To that end, he recently took the unusual step of sitting in on a Senate subcommittee hearing to question
EPA Administrator McCarthy. McConnell’s line of statements and questioning focused directly on the impacts of
EPA regulations on McConnell’s Kentucky constituents.
He stated,

spotlight
“My constituents want their dignity restored;
they want to be able to work; they want to be able
to provide for their families. … You cannot guarantee your carbon regulations won’t cost my constituents jobs. You cannot guarantee your carbon
regulations won’t raise their utility bills.”

Conclusion

– have maintained an unwavering focus, claiming thatthat their various new and impending regulations are in
line with legal precedents and their responsibilities to the
American public.
McCarthy defended her agency’s actions, stating “I believe we are acting under the authority Congress gave us
in the Clean Air Act.”
It was a clear setback to the administration to lose the
Senate in the 2014 midterms, due to the changing Senate
committee structure and oversight activities. However, even
with the option of using reconciliation to force difficult votes
through, Republicans in the Senate may be unlikely to find the
67 votes needed to trump a Presidential veto. The challenge
to reach 67 votes on important energy bills (like Keystone XL)
may limit the ability to put through legislation in the 114th
Congress that can effectively stop the Clean Power Plan or
other coal industry focused environmental regulations. u

Throughout all of the post-2014 midterm election changes
and refocusing of duties, the president and key administration executives – such as EPA Administrator McCarthy

Jason Hayes is the associate director of the ACC
and editor-in-chief of American Coal magazine.

McConnell also sent a March 19 letter to all 50 states
urging their governors to ignore the EPA requirement
for states to submit their carbon dioxide (CO2) reduction plans. He has also recently stated that he plans to
challenge the legal framework for the EPA’s multi-state
cooperation in the Clean Power Plan. He argued that a
requirement in Section 102 of the Clean Air Act requires
any such plans to be approved by Congress.

MAKING A DIFFERENCE
Kiewit Mining Group Inc. (KMG) is recognized as a top U.S. coal
producer and has coal available for domestic and export markets.
KMG is involved in all types of mining. We specialize in mine
management, production, maintenance and contract mining ventures.
KMG is a technological leader in mine design and production. Our
company currently owns and/or manages surface coal mines throughout
the U.S. and operates a phosphate mine in Idaho. KMG also has
experience in Australia and in the oil sands region of Alberta, Canada.

Kiewit Mining Group Inc. (Marketing)
3555 Farnam Street | Omaha, NE 68131 | (402) 536-3645
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Fossil Forward

Why policy parity matters for meeting climate objectives
By Janet Gellici, CAE, National Coal Council

T

oday, deploying carbon capture and storage (CCS)i technology is
costly. Tomorrow, not deploying CCS
technology will exert an even greater
cost, significantly increasing the cost
of meeting our carbon dioxide (CO2)
emission reduction goals and greatly
hampering our efforts to do so.
The International Energy Agency
(IEA) has found that a diverse set
of technologies will be required
to meet a greenhouse gas (GHG)
emissions reduction goal, limiting
CO2 concentrations to 450 parts per
million (ppm).1 CCS would provide
about 14 percent of the cumulative
needed emissions reductions by
2050 or 17 percent of the yearly reductions in 2050. IEA’s Technology
Roadmap assumes very significant efficiency improvements (42
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percent/39 percent) and growth in
renewables (21 percent/23 percent).
If either of these does not occur at
the rates indicated, it is likely that
fossil fuels will be the fallback option, filling the gap for power generation. This would further increase
the need for widespread global deployment of CCS as a scalable

CCS is used in this article to refer to both carbon capture and
storage (CCS) and carbon capture utilization and storage (CCUS).

PANACEA DOLL /SHUTTERSTOCK.COM

i.

IEA Technology Road Map2
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hedge against failure to achieve renewable or efficiency goals.

The continued dominance
of fossil fuels
Globally, the vast majority of energy is supplied through fossil fuels.
In fact, fossil fuel use continues to
expand rapidly, hand-in-hand with

spotlight
plants. Certainly nuclear and renewable energy also have an important
role to play, but this role is in addition
to, not instead of CCS.

The high cost of not
deploying CCS

IEA targets for CCS deployment through 20506

economic growth in both developing
and established economies. In 2013,
87 percent of global primary energy
consumption was supplied by fossil
fuels, including petroleum, coal and
natural gas.3 Going forward, with an
increasing global population and expanded energy access, total world
energy consumption is projected to
grow by 56 percent through 2040,
with fossil fuels providing nearly 80
percent of that demand.4 Knowing
that fossil fuels will remain the
world’s dominant energy source for
decades to come, the key approach

to meeting global climate objectives
is not to replace fossil fuels but to address fossil fuel CO2 emissions.
Economical, commercial scale
application of CCS is the most important component of a portfolio of
technologies that will be necessary to
successfully reduce GHG emissions,
from both coal and natural gas.5 In
fact, while IEA’s projections note that
the largest contribution for CO2 capture is from coal-based power plants,
a significant amount of emissions reductions must also come from gas
processing and gas-fueled power

Without CCS, it is highly improbable that CO2 emission reduction
goals will be met. More importantly, without CCS the projected costs
of achieving these goals will be
much higher. IEA has estimated that
the exclusion of CCS as a technology option for the power sector alone
would increase mitigation costs by
around $2 trillion USD by 2050.7 This
represents a 70 percent increase in
mitigation costs due to the higher
estimated expense associated with
alternatives such as renewables.
The strategic importance of CCS
was also well documented by the
International Panel on Climate Change
(IPCC) in its fifth assessment report.8 In
considering the impact of the absence
of CCS as a carbon mitigation option,
the IPCC concluded that the cost would
increase by about 138 percent (median

“Policy parity for CCS in funding,
extending tax credits and other subsidies
provided to renewable energy sources,
would facilitate creation of a robust
CCS industry in the U.S., benefiting the
American people and leading to the
development of the lowest cost, near
zero-emission energy technology.”
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Mitigation Cost Increase Relative to Default Technology Assumptions [%]

spotlight
300

$100–140/ton CO2.11 Other studies
have reported that such standards impose a cost of six to 14 times the cost
of a gasoline tax for the same level of
emissions reductions.12 Preliminary results from more recent studies at MIT
on CAFE and RPS standards indicate
that the cost per ton of CO2 avoided
would be much higher.13 Should technology development ultimately reach
the goal of cost parity with conventional technology, CCS could become
the “technology of choice” with near
zero emissions and relatively low cost.
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estimate) relative to a global energy
scenario with default technology assumptions. By comparison, a nuclear
phase-out would increase the median
cost by only approximately seven percent; if wind and solar expansion was
limited, the increase in global mitigation costs would increase by only approximately six percent. While these
figures are only estimates, the relative
magnitudes are noteworthy.
The IPCC analysis reveals that
the inclusion of CCS in the portfolio of mitigation options substantially decreases overall mitigation costs.
According to the IPCC’s assessment,
“Many models cannot reach concentrations of about 450 ppm CO2eq by
2100 in the absence of CCS.”
Certainly cost estimates vary, but
there is no question that meeting climate goals will be significantly more
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expensive without CCS. Looking
specifically at GHG mitigation in
the U.S., the Department of Energy
(DOE) estimates the costs of CO2
capture in coal power plants using
current technology (oxy-combustion
or amine scrubbing) at $58/ton of
CO2 captured (for an Nth of a Kind
or “NOAK” plant) or $72/ton of CO2
avoided.9 This cost is high compared
to the current market prices of CO2 in
various trading systems in the U.S.
and EU (ranging from $3 – 30/ton).10
These projected CCS costs are
lower, however, than the estimated costs of some current policy approaches such as Corporate Average
Fuel Economy (CAFE) standards
and Renewable Portfolio Standards
(RPS). For instance, the cost of using a hybrid vehicle to meet CAFE
standards has been estimated to be

In its February 2015 report for the U.S.
Secretary of Energy entitled Fossil
Forward – Revitalizing CCS: Bringing
Scale & Speed to CCS Deployment,14
the National Coal Council (NCC)
stressed that in order to achieve CCS
deployment at commercial scale,
policy parity for CCS with other low
carbon technologies and options is
required. The NCC recommended
that the DOE take a stronger position
on the need for policy parity with respect to funding allocations. Policy
parity for CCS in funding, extending
tax credits and other subsidies provided to renewable energy sources,
would facilitate creation of a robust
CCS industry in the U.S., benefiting
the American people and leading to
the development of the lowest cost,
near zero-emission energy technology. Such technology would be available for electric generation, be it coal
or natural gas fueled, as well as all
fossil fuel dependent industrial applications, such as steelmaking and
chemical production.

spotlight
ultimately reduce the cost of GHG mitigation and contribute to global CO2
emissions reduction goals in a timely fashion. If the U.S. is serious about
meeting its GHG emissions reduction
goals and setting an example for the rest
of the world, policy parity matters. u

U.S. wind capacity and policy incentives

The growth of wind generation capacity in the U.S. provides an example of the benefits that can be derived
from policies and incentives employed
to advance technology deployment of

an energy resource. It’s clear that policy can help drive technology to scale
and with great speed.
Policy parity for CCS would provide more energy options for the U.S.,

1. IEA, 2008, Energy Technology Perspectives 2008:
Scenarios and Strategies to 2050, International
Energy Agency, OECD/IEA, Paris.
2. IEA, 2013, Technology Roadmap: Carbon
Capture and Storage, OECD/EIA, France.
3. BP, 2014, BP Statistical Review, www.bp.com/
en/global/corporate/about-bp/energy-economics/
statistical-review-of-world-energy.html?cigx=d.
kac,stid.57543,sid.37075,lid.11,mid.49400
4. Energy Information Administration, International Energy
Outlook 2013, www.eia.gov/forecasts/archive/ieo13
5. National Coal Council, 2007, Technologies to Reduce or Capture
and Store Carbon Dioxide Emissions, www.nationalcoalcouncil.
org/Documents/NCCRB_June2007.pdf.
National Coal Council, 2009, Low-Carbon Coal: Meeting
U.S. Energy, Employment, and CO2 Emissions Goals with
21st Century Technologies, www.nationalcoalcouncil.
org/reports/Executive_Summary.pdf.
National Coal Council, 2009, Low-Carbon Coal: Meeting U.S.
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a Clean Energy System, International Energy Agency, Paris
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HCI Reduction for
MATS Compliance
Will your strategy impact agreement with
forthcoming effluent limitation guidelines?
By Ian Saratovsky, Ph.D., Fuel Tech, Inc.

W

ith the Mercury and Air Toxics Standard
(MATS) compliance deadline arriving in
April this year, existing coal-fueled generation units are now required to substantially reduce
their mercury (Hg, as a surrogate for toxic metals), hydrogen chloride (HCl, as a surrogate for acid gases) and
particulate matter (PM, as a surrogate for metal hazardous air pollutants or HAPS) emissions. The MATS rule applies to fossil fuel-fired combustion facilities larger than 25
megawatt (MW) that produce electricity for sale. Smaller
units are regulated under the industrial, commercial and
institutional maximum achievable control technology
(ICI-MACT) rule, which also sets forth numerical emissions limits for HCl, Hg and PM for all units larger than 10
MMBtu/hour.
Units that are equipped with wet flue gas desulfurization (wFGD) systems for sulfur dioxide (SO2) control
can comply with MATS limits for hydrogen chloride and
mercury emissions by capturing HCl (e.g. HCl is soluble
in water) and soluble ionic mercury in the liquid phase
within the wFGD (called liquor). The wFGD liquor is released as blow down and this effluent is currently either
treated prior to release into the natural environment or
directly released. Current Effluent Limitations Guidelines
(ELG) have been in place since the early 1980s and the
U.S. Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) is under
consent decree to release updated ELGs for steam generating utility units. Under the eight options proposed in
the updated ELG, all liquid effluent streams from power
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plants would have to be treated. The strategy chosen for
MATS compliance may have significant impacts on the
ability and cost of compliance with forthcoming updates
to ELG.

Mercury Air Toxic Standards (MATS)
MATS impacts approximately 1,400 electrical generating units (EGUs) at 600 power plants across the U.S.
EGUs had until April 16, 2015 to comply, with possible
one or two-year extensions. Over the past few years,
many EGUs have conducted compliance tests with one
or more technology vendors. As a result, the majority of
EGUs have or plan to incorporate one or more of the following pollution control technologies, elect to retire the
unit(s) or convert units from firing solid fuels to natural gas.
Units not equipped with wFGD units:
• Dry sorbent injection (DSI) for HCl abatement
• Retrofit installation of a circulating dry scrubber for HCl
control
• Injection of halogen to oxidize dissolved elemental mercury (Hg0) to soluble ionic mercury (Hg2+) to allow capture by powdered activated carbon
• Activated carbon injection (ACI) for mercury abatement
• Potential upgrade or replacement of particulate control
device (e.g. ESP upgrade, fabric filter installation)
Units equipped with wFGD units:
• wFGD captures 99 percent-plus of HCl emissions

spotlight

Figure 1. MATS emissions limits1

• Injection of a mercury oxidant: oxidizes Hg0 to water
soluble Hg2+, allowing the wFGD to capture the soluble
ionic mercury (Hg2+)
• Introduction of chelating agent to wFGD liquor to bind
soluble Hg2+. e.g. sulfides (organic, polymeric, or inorganic) to chelate Hg2+ in the wFGD
In most cases, units equipped with wFGD comply with
MATS HCl emissions limits without additional controls.
Additionally, many scrubbed units comply with mercury
emissions limits, provided that the mercury is predominantly in Hg2+.

ELG Rule
Another forthcoming regulation that can have significant
impact on air emissions is the updated ELG for steam electric power generating point sources (greater than 50 MW)
under the Clean Water Act (40 CFR Part 423).2 The current
effluent guidelines and standards for the steam electric power industry were last updated in 1982 and are focused on reducing oil and grease in effluent and settling out suspended

solids rather than treating dissolved solids. Since 1982,
wFGD units have been installed on many large EGUs firing
medium to high sulfur fuels. wFGD installation for compliance with air emissions regulations has significantly altered
or created new wastewater streams from EGUs.
Under consent decree, on April 19, 2013 the EPA proposed a range of options to reduce toxic pollutants, including mercury, arsenic, lead and selenium that are
released into waterways by coal ash leachate, air pollution control effluent and other liquid waste streams from
steam electric power plants. A final rule for ELG is expected on Sept. 30, 2015.
Depending on the regulatory option enacted in the final
ELG rule, compliance may include:
1. Installation of dry ash handling systems, such as pneumatic conveying from furnace bottom or ESP/fabric filter to ash pond
2. Wastewater treatment system to settle suspended solids from wFGD unit followed by treatment system to remove suspended and dissolved solids
Removal of suspended solids can be accomplished
by clarification, chemical flocculation and coagulation.
Removal of some dissolved species can be accomplished
during clarification through the addition of chemical precipitants. Following clarification and precipitation, many
chemical species remain dissolved in solution and must
be removed by alternative means. Chlorides, sulfates, arsenic and selenium are not removed in these processes;
as a result additional methods must be applied.

Figure 2. Power plant effluent streams3
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Numerical limits on mercury, arsenic and selenium are widely expected to be included in the final ELG
rule. Currently, chemical technologies do not exist to
adequately precipitate aqueous species of arsenate or
selenate. One option for removal includes using large bioreactors with tight controls over water pH and temperature or biological processes, which can be expensive from
capital, operating, and maintenance expense perspectives. To comply with the proposed numerical limits on
arsenic and selenium, wFGD wastewater can be evaporated to crystalize selenium and arsenic-containing species and landfilled, along with large quantities of calcium
and sodium chloride and sulfate.
Although not currently regulated, typical chloride concentrations in wFGD purge streams range from 5,000 to
50,000 parts per million (mg/L). The removal of chlorides
from the flue gas directly decreases the wFGD blowdown
rate and the quantity of water that must be treated. As
a result, wastewater treatment plant equipment, energy required to evaporate and crystallize dissolved solids,
chemicals and reducing wFGD blowdown rates can reduce manpower.4

Available technologies for
MATS compliance
Dry sorbent injection (DSI)
Dry sorbent injection (DSI) systems remove HCl and other
acid gases through two basic steps.5
Step One – A powdered sorbent is injected into the flue
gas where it reacts with the HCl. The sorbents most commonly associated with DSI are trona (sodium sesquicarbonate, a naturally occurring mineral mined in Wyoming),
sodium bicarbonate and hydrated lime.
Step Two – Sorbent particles containing adsorbed pollutant molecules are removed by a downstream particulate matter control device, such as an electrostatic
precipitator (ESP) or a fabric filter (FF), also referred to
as a baghouse. Fabric filters are generally more effective (when combined with DSI) than ESPs, with respect
to overall HCl reduction. For modeling purposes, the EPA
estimates a DSI system with a fabric filter is expected
to achieve 90 percent removal of HCl, while an ESP only achieves 60 percent removal, although actual performance varies by individual plant.
42
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•

Sodium-containing sorbents
Calcium-containing sorbents
Commercially available technology
Shown to reduce acid gasses with particulate controls
Nine to 12 months design/construction timeline with
no outage necessary
• Low capital costs and high O&M costs

wFGD
The wFGD typically uses a calcium or sodium-based reagent.6 A slurry of reagent (i.e. liquor) is sprayed countercurrent to flue gas flow. SO2 is absorbed in the liquor,
neutralized and/or oxidized by the alkaline reagent into a solid compound, most typically as calcium sulfate.
Hydrated calcium sulfate particles (e.g. gypsum solids)
are separated from the liquor by one or more sets of hydrocyclones. wFGD liquor is often recycled and a portion
of liquor is blown down as effluent to maintain an equilibrium chloride concentration within the vessel. Chloride
concentration limits are specified by manufacturers and
determined by the corrosion rates of metallurgy used
within the wFGD.
• HCl is highly soluble in water, resulting in buildup of
chlorides in wFGD liquor
• Blowdown/purge rate controlled by chlorides
• Chlorides exit with purge stream
• Chloride concentrations are typically between 5,000
and 50,000 ppmv
• Mercury, arsenic, and selenium concentrations are typically below 10 ppmv
• High capital costs and low O&M costs

HClear™ HCl abatement programs
DSI offers a low capital cost solution to comply with MATS
HCl limits. However, DSI has not proven efficient in selectively capturing HCl ahead of wFGD units. To varying extents, all dry sorbents react with HCl, SO2 and SO3. Owing
to this lack of chemical selectivity, DSI for reduction of
HCl ahead of wFGD units can require large quantities of
sorbent to achieve modest HCl reductions, particularly in
medium and high sulfur flue gas streams. To overcome
this problem, Fuel Tech has recently developed HClear™,
an HCl abatement program that relies on the injection of
an aqueous solution into combustion gas stream to react

spotlight

Figure 3. HClear™ program results – HCl
reduction compared to sorbent feed rate7

with gaseous HCl. While HClear™ reacts with HCl, it
does not react with SO2, making it possible to reduce HCl
emissions in flue gas streams generated by high sulfur fuels. HClear™ is injected downstream of the economizer
outlet, prior to the air heater inlet. The as-formed particles
selectively react with gaseous HCl, and form a chloridecontaining particle that is removed by particulate control
devices. The chloride-containing particle is insoluble in
water and does not change the pH of the fly ash pond
or leachate. This is critical to preventing the leaching of
otherwise insoluble heavy metals from fly ash ponds or
landfills.

Summary
Strategies chosen for MATS compliance can impact compliance with the forthcoming effluent limitation guidelines. While units can comply with MATS by absorbing
HCl and Hg2+ into wFGD units, the proposed ELG rule

1. EPA, Mercury Air Toxic Standards (MATS) rule.
www.epa.gov/mats/
2. Steam Electric Power Generator Effluent Guideline Home page.
http://water.epa.gov/scitech/wastetech/guide/steam-electric/
3. EPA, Effluent Limitations Guidelines (ELG).
http://water.epa.gov
4. Higgins, T.E.; Sandy, A.T.; Givens, S.W. Flue Gas
Desulfurization Wastewater Treatment Primer.
Power Magazine, March 2009, 153, 34-43.
5. Dry Sorbent Injection (DSI) systems.
www.eia.gov/todayinenergy/detail.cfm?id=5430

“Under the eight options
proposed in the updated ELG,
all liquid effluent streams
from power plants would have
to be treated. The strategy
chosen for MATS compliance
may have significant
impacts on the ability and
cost of compliance with
forthcoming updates to ELG.”
requires liquid effluent to be treated to reduce arsenic,
selenium, and mercury concentrations. Treatment of effluent water from wFGD systems to reduce heavy metals
concentrations is likely to require large-scale capital installations (e.g. wastewater treatment plant and crystallizers/evaporators) and/or bioreactors. One potential path
to reducing cost of treating wFGD effluent is to reduce
the effluent volume (i.e. blow down volume).
Selectively reducing HCl in the flue gas and decreasing chloride entering into the wFGD can significantly decrease the volume of liquid effluent to be treated to
comply with the forthcoming ELG.
Ian Saratovsky, Ph.D. is the technology
development manager for Fuel Tech, Inc.
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7. Saratovsky, Ian. HClear™ Program: A Solution-Based Approach
to HCl Abatement, 2014.
www.ftek.com/images/ftek/media/enUS/pdfs/TPP-599-HClear.pdf
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Divestment Ethics
and Realities
Eliminating fossil fuels from investment portfolios
hurts colleges, workers and poor families
By Paul Driessen, Committee For A Constructive Tomorrow

C

ollege students who support divestment
of fossil fuel stocks are passionate about
their cause. Just look at their word choices.
Though they could never function even one week without hydrocarbon energy, they call fossil fuel companies
“rogue entities,” assert that oil, coal and natural gas interests have the “political process in shackles” and believe
most of the world’s known fossil fuel resources must “stay
in the ground” to avoid “catastrophic global warming.”
It’s a shortsighted view of energy ethics and corruption.
Their over-heated hysteria over climate change is
fanned by groups like 350.org and college professors who
rehash doom-and-gloom forecasts about rising seas, dying species and other cataclysms that they insist can be
remedied only by terminating fossil fuel use and investments in fossil fuel companies.
But in their lemming-like rush to glom onto claims that
human carbon dioxide (CO2) emissions will destroy life as
we know it, they reveal an abysmal understanding of true
science, our planet’s turbulent climate history, creative
free markets and what academia once proudly espoused:
open, robust debate.
Of course, deceptive information is exceedingly useful to community organizers and agitators, particularly
those who occupy Oval Offices, endowed chairs, government regulatory agencies and Big Green war rooms –
and want to “fundamentally transform” the United States.
Bombarding impressionable students with such intellectually dishonest drivel is equally useful and detestable.
Just as bad, too many students devote their time and
energy to divestment campaigns, when they should be
learning and applying critical thinking and ethical skills.
Honest analysis reveals that divestment will have negligible to zero effects on atmospheric CO2 levels, climate
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change or energy company stock prices, even if every
university in the country gave in to the students’ antifossil fuel pleas.
Indeed, college and university endowments are not
large enough to create even a ripple in fossil fuel investments. A recent Bloomberg analysis found that university endowments have about $400 billion invested in
stocks; the National Association of College and University
Business Officers puts the figure at $456 billion. Of that,
only about 2.1 percent was invested in fossil fuel stocks
in 2010-11. That is a pittance in the overall stock market,
which was valued at some $18 trillion in 2012 and now is
much larger. In fact, it amounts to only about 0.05 percent
or a nickel out of every $100 – and another investor almost
immediately would purchase any fossil fuel stocks sold by
an endowment.
Moreover, fossil fuel stocks historically have been good
investments for schools. A Sonecon study found that endowment investments in oil and natural gas equities in
2010–11 provided returns of a whopping 52.8 percent –
nearly twice the returns from all other U.S. publicly traded stocks, real estate securities and foreign equities. This
fact is not lost on university presidents, who have a fiduciary duty to grow their endowments to pay for student
scholarships, new and remodeled facilities and other expenditures that further their educational objectives.
American University (AU) trustees voted against divestment in November 2014, saying AU financial advisers
“could not provide assurance that the effect of divestment
would not be insignificant.” Actually, a recent Compass
Lexecon analysis found that an investment portfolio totally divested from fossil fuels lost 70 basis points and cost
significantly more every year in management fees to keep
them “fossil-free.”

feature
When asked whether he would sell University of
Colorado fossil fuel stocks, President Bruce Benson
said flatly, “I’m not going to do that.” Similarly, Harvard
University President Drew Faust rejected demands for divestment and reminded proponents that Harvard “exists
to serve an academic mission.” Harvard must be “very
wary of steps intended to instrumentalize our endowment in ways that would appear to position the university
as a political actor, rather than an academic institution,”
she stated.
Just as importantly, the world’s largest energy companies dwarf the likes of ExxonMobil and other U.S. firms
but are owned by foreign governments and are not publicly traded. Caterwauling college kids at Stanford,
Swarthmore and elsewhere will not cause companies to
abandon what they do best: develop and produce fossil
fuel energy for people who need them for jobs, living standards, health and welfare.
That raises this discussion’s most critical point, which
is generally brushed aside by divestment advocates.
These campaigns are part of a global anti-hydrocarbon
crusade that would inflict enormous harm on working
class families and even worse consequences on Earth’s
most destitute citizens.
Worldwatch Institute figures show that, in 2012, coal,
oil and natural gas supplied 87 percent of the world’s energy. Further, despite the Obama administration’s war
on coal, International Energy Agency data reveal that
global coal usage is rising and by 2017 will likely supplant oil as the dominant energy resource.
Fossil fuel companies and their shareholders know traditional forms of energy will continue to power the world
for the foreseeable future because
there are no viable alternatives.
Solar, wind and other renewable
energy resources cannot supply

enough energy to meet the world’s needs; they are not
price competitive without huge subsidies and they require fossil fuels and millions of acres to manufacture, install and operate.
Nor is it sufficient to claim anti-fossil fuel demands are
well intended, when the real-world consequences are so
readily apparent and so easily predicted. In developed nations they cost jobs and degrade living standards, health,
welfare and life spans. In poor countries they perpetuate electricity deprivation, unsafe water, disease, squalid environmental conditions, inability to adapt to climate
changes and early death.
To inject these vital ethical considerations and counter climate cataclysm concerns, students at a number of
colleges and universities have launched Collegians For A
Constructive Tomorrow (CFACTcampus) chapters to promote free markets, less government intervention and regulation, and better lives for more people. Their motto is
“scientific truth without the spin.”
The University of Minnesota chapter proclaims that
“Western values of competition, progress, freedom and
stewardship can and do offer the best hope for protecting
not only the Earth and its wildlife, but even more importantly its people.” These sound science and “stewardship
of creation” principles should guide discussions, debates
and decisions on all campuses. So should accurate information about climate change.
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Divestment activists often claim that climate science is settled; far from it. The supposed connection between CO2 and planetary temperature is far from proven.
Indeed, contrary to alarmist forecasts and computer models, Earth’s temperature has not budged for 18 years, the
United States has not been struck by a Category 3-5 hurricane for a record nine years, “extreme weather events”
have not become more frequent or severe during the past
100 years, and other “crises” have not materialized.
Nevertheless, both the National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration and the National Aeronautics Space Administration (NASA), perpetual purveyors of scary climate
headlines, have again used ground-based data to pronounce that 2014 was the hottest year on record. These
temperature reports “are ridiculous,” say experts like Dr.
Tim Ball, historical climatologist and former professor at the
University of Winnipeg. The measurements are taken mostly in always warmer urban areas, the raw data have been
“adjusted,” “homogenized,” manipulated and the alleged
year-to-year differences are measured in hundredths of a
degree – a mere fraction of their margin of error!

Calvert City Terminal

Moreover, it is impossible to get accurate average global temperatures based on ground stations, because the
data do not exist, Dr. Ball notes. “There are virtually no
data for 70 percent of Earth’s surface that is oceans and
practically no data for the 19 percent of land area that are
mountains, 20 percent that are desert, 20 percent boreal
forest, 20 percent grasslands and six percent tropical rainforest.” So NASA “just invents data” for these areas.
Unfortunately, instead of facts, campus politics will
likely drive divestment demands, when college students
demonstrate, hold sit-ins and organize flash mobs as they
did for Global Divestment Day. In many ways, to quote
Macbeth, it will be “a tale told by an idiot, full of sound
and fury, signifying nothing.” But for many people, the
consequences could be dire – or even deadly. u
Paul Driessen is senior policy analyst for the Committee
For A Constructive Tomorrow (www.CFACT.org),
author of Eco-Imperialism: Green Power – Black Death
and co-author of Cracking Big Green: To Save the
World from the Save-the-Earth Money Machine.

Bulk material handling solutions

-SCH Services’ flagship coal terminal
-Located at Tennessee River Mile Marker 14.5
-Annual throughput capacity: 12 million tons
-Direct access to six major railroads & three
major rivers
-Capabilities:
-Custom Blending
FRT
-Rail to Barge
CCT
-Rail
to
Rail
NEW
-24/7 Operations
-Continuous Sampling

Four Rivers Terminal

NEW

-Projected to commence operations late 2014
-Located in Paducah, KY at the confluence of
four major rivers & access to multiple railroads
-Rail to barge rapid transfer facility
-Annual throughput capacity: 10 million tons

SCH Ser vices, LLC

www.sch-ces.com
SCH Services, LLC

SCH Services, LLC is a high-energy group of companies, focused on providing efficient and cost-effective coal handling for coal producers,
utilities and other consumers. Combined with our affiliated engineering company, Cornette Engineering Services,
the SCH Services team has over 100 years of experience in materials handling from the coal mine to the power plant bunker.

EPC
E-mail: sales@sch-ces.com
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PROCURE
CONSTRUCT

SCH Services, LLC is an EPC company

Phone: 270-643-8113/270-643-8101

ELECTRIC ACTUATORS

• Low Maintenance
• Environmentally Friendly
• Precise & Reliable

RACO Ball & ACME Screw Electric Actuators provide
a limitless array of alternatives for any application.
The modular design allows for Straight, Right-Angle &
C-Design variations, with Thrusts from 70 lbs to 225,000
lbs, Linear Speeds from 0.5”/sec to 30”/sec and Strokes up
to 20 ft.

3350 Industrial Blvd., Bethel Park, PA 15102
1-412-835-5744 www.racointernational.com

ACC BOARD MEMBER PROFILE:

Len Marsico, Partner,
McGuireWoods LLP
Get to know one of the newest members
of our esteemed governing body

A

s head of McGuireWoods LLP’s coal team and a long-time supporter of the American Coal Council (ACC),
Len Marsico is an important addition to the 2015-16 ACC Board of Directors.
Read on to learn more about his day-to-day work, thoughts on the current state of America’s coal climate and why he thinks working with the ACC is one of the best ways to support our economic and political liberties.
Q. Describe your career background and how it has
helped prepare you to work with the coal industry.
A. I have practiced law for over 30 years, primarily in the energy sector throughout the United States. I have represented coal producers, utilities, railroads, barge lines and oil and
gas producers, distributors and retailers in their most significant legal needs, often bet-the-company type litigation and
major transactional, regulatory and environmental matters.
In doing so, I have had the privilege of getting to work
closely with and often come to know most players in these
businesses from the shiftworkers in the mines and the
generating stations to the CEOs and board directors. By
doing so, I have learned a great deal about the energy industry and watched it – with great pride – grow to where
it now supplies substantially all of our nation’s needs.
Q. Describe a few of your key career highlights.
How have you been able to help or guide the coal
industry through the recent downturn?
A. I have spent days wading through muck and roof falls
in underground mines to understand the full extent of a
force majeure so that I could prove its devastating effects
to a jury. I have stared at the faces of third-generation
mineral lessors who were misled into believing they were
going to get far more in energy royalties than they were
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legally entitled to receive. And I have sparred with legislators and bureaucrats to show them the devastating effect
poor regulation can have on a thriving industry essential
to their constituents’ economy.
Because these matters are often of such great importance to our clients, it is incumbent upon us to dig deeply
into the client’s business and to understand their problems as well as they do. This has enabled me to learn
many facets of the coal business in a manner much like
industry executives.
Q. Share your perspective on the industry – feel
free to discuss your thoughts on energy policy, impending regulatory changes, etc.
A. The problem is the current effort to overregulate the
coal industry, at its core, is two-faceted: the wrong people
are making bad decisions.
In a representative democracy such as ours, the elected
representatives of the people, the Congress on a national level, alone, are empowered to make laws, to legislate.
The executive branch, the President and his entire administration including cabinet offices, is to execute the
laws passed by Congress. But what we have now is an executive branch that at every opportunity is trying to make
new laws that Congress alone should consider. Declaring

board member profile

carbon dioxide to be a pollutant, the new and existing
source rules and the latest ozone regulations are just a
few examples of this legislative usurpation.
Worse still – or perhaps proving why the executive is
not empowered to legislate – is the fact that so many of
these new rules are just plain wrong. Legislation is about
choice and in a democracy the principal – not the exclusive, but the principal – standard by which legislative
choices should be made is the greatest good for the greatest number. But these legislating bureaucrats are exalting
their favored policy far out of proportion with the benefits
it will engender and with complete disregard of that policy’s staggering cost to society as a whole and the many
families whose livelihood is so dependent on the industry
that policy seeks to regulate.
The true benefit of the policy behind these regulations
is – in reality – a miniscule, often a statistically insignificant improvement to the public health. Yet the ultimate
cost will be a retreat from energy independence, a huge
increase in the cost of energy for all Americans – the vast
majority of whom cannot afford it – and the decimation of
the economy that supports millions of our fellow citizens.
If the National Highway Traffic Safety Administration
made the same choices, cars would not go faster than 15
miles per hour and there would be no left turns.

Q. Describe what provoked your interest in serving the ACC and how you see yourself contributing to industry outreach and advocacy objectives
during your term as an ACC board member.
A. The ACC is a huge part of the solution to this grave
threat to our economic and political liberties. The
ACC has great talent and resolve to advocate for and
educate about a restructuring of our nation’s energy policy. While its knowledge, talent and determination are great, resources are limited. Thus, it befalls
each of us to support the ACC’s efforts in every way
we can. I have been an active member of the ACC for
over a dozen years and work closely on many of its
educational activities. I am very pleased to now also work with Rob Hardman and the rest of the ACC
board to help lead its fight for this restructured energy policy.
But the ACC cannot bring about this restructuring
alone. All players in the energy industry must redouble
their efforts to not only support the ACC but to communicate with their legislators, support their energy PACs
and promote their corporate lobbyists. The resources and
strategic successes of those who have placed this new
policy ahead of reason are great, however our response to
defeat it must be greater. u
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“The true benefit of the policy
behind these regulations is –
in reality – a miniscule, often
a statistically insignificant
improvement to the public
health. Yet the ultimate
cost will be a retreat from
energy independence, a
huge increase in the cost of
energy for all Americans –
the vast majority of whom
cannot afford it – and the
decimation of the economy
that supports millions of
our fellow citizens.”

Electricity is Essential for
Human Well-being and Coal
is Essential for Electricity
Review of Smaller Faster Lighter
Denser Cheaper: How Innovation Keeps
Proving the Catastrophists Wrong
By Robert Bryce
Public Affairs, 2014, 400 pages
Review by Jason Hayes, American Coal Council

I

n a world “besieged by bad news,” with stories of
wars, famine, recession and environmental apocalypse, Robert Bryce’s latest book, Smaller Faster
Lighter Denser Cheaper: How Innovation Keeps Proving
the Catastrophist Wrong (SFLDC) takes a decidedly different look at life; a far more positive and upbeat look. That’s
not surprising when one considers that Bryce comes at
life and his work from an equally different focus than many energy commentators.
Throughout SFLDC Bryce recounts example after example which show how technology, innovation, and improvement are “wring(ing) more energy and more food from
smaller pieces of land” and allowing us the freedom to develop an “ethic that embraces innovation and optimism.”
But Bryce is no Pollyanna. As I noted in my review of his
previous book, Power Hungry, Bryce is an “author who is
willing to take energy resources to task where they have
real flaws, but who will also rationally assess risks and
support their use when the benefits outweigh the costs.”
Continuing on that path, he recognizes, “there’s no doubt
that we have many problems.” Despite those problems,
he argues, “Our future doesn’t lie in the past. We cannot solve our problems by forgoing modern energy sources and eschewing modern agriculture for a ‘simpler life’
based on renewable energy and organic food.”
Of course, many will argue that if we do not eschew
modern agriculture and forego modern energy sources,
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we will not have a future to which we can look. However,
Bryce’s meticulously detailed book demonstrates the flaw
in that logic by walking readers through the development
of the printing press, vacuum tube, diesel engine, jet turbine, the modern power plant, improved drill bits and energy development and even communications media. He
also describes how rapid advancements in silicone chip
development have driven the explosion in computing
technologies by following the pattern of rapid and consistent growth predicted by Moore’s Law.1 Each example described in SFLDC provides evidence of a consistent
drive toward progress and achievement that definitively
and repeatedly proves the neo-Malthusian predictions of
a coming apocalypse wrong.
In the areas of the book that will be most applicable to the
energy industry, Bryce dissects wind energy by examining power density. He notes, “In promoting these subsidydependent sources, degrowthers have given momentum
to landscape-destroying energy projects that can supply
only a tiny fraction of the world’s energy needs while doing next to nothing to reduce carbon dioxide emissions.”
He continues, “The next time you read an article stating, or hear a pundit claim, that we can run the world
using wind energy, remember this figure: one watt per
square meter. That’s the power density of wind energy.” That figure entails his arriving at a “simple, undeniable truth … that wind energy cannot, will not, become

book review
“Without cheap supplies of
electricity produced from
coal, the ongoing revolution
in information technology,
as well as the age of biotech
and nanotech, simply
wouldn’t be possible.”
– Robert Bryce
Where Bryce considers coal, he argues, “Without cheap
supplies of electricity produced from coal, the ongoing
revolution in information technology, as well as the age
of biotech and nanotech, simply wouldn’t be possible.
Electricity accelerates the trend toward objects and systems that are (SFLDC).”
He continues, “The countries that have cheap, abundant, reliable electricity are wealthier than the countries
that don’t. And the people who live in wealthier countries are living better, longer, healthier lives than they
ever have before.” Across the planet, more and more people are relying on the affordable, secure and increasingly
clean technologies that use coal to produce the electricity
that powers human progress.
I continue to enjoy reading Bryce’s research and work
for the simple reason that he moves in the opposite direction of the increasingly hysterical forecasts of “catastrophists” like Al Gore and Bill McKibben. Bryce’s
well-researched and well-reasoned snapshot history of
human development and progress demonstrates that we
can (and do) habitually recognize potential threats, develop the means to address those threats and find ways to
work past them. As Bryce argues, electricity is essential
for human well-being and coal is essential for electricity.
For that reason, and many others, I highly recommend
our readers pick up a copy of SFLDC. You’ll be glad you
did. u
RETROROCKET/SHUTTERSTOCK.COM

a major supplier of energy in the United States or other
countries because it requires too much land.” Looking
at the American generation system, Bryce outlines that
in 2011, the U.S. had roughly 300 GW of coal-fueled generation. He calculates that replacing that coal-fueled capacity with wind would take up an area the size of Italy
(116,000 square miles). He also points out the inconvenient truth that, with the human health issues related to low frequency and infrasound produced by wind
turbines, none of those 116,000 square miles would be
inhabitable.
These are not small issues that Bryce addresses as
we are pushing to build ever-more renewables in place
of coal and nuclear generation. However, these issues
are routinely ignored or glossed over by elected officials, the media and the public who choose instead to
rely on oversimplifications like “green energy” as their
foundation for energy policy. Addressing that type of
oversimplification, Bryce also deconstructs the notion
that wind and renewables are truly “clean” or “green”
energy by describing the large impacts wind turbines
have on the natural environment. Among the many
impacts are the fact that they “kill … nearly 900,000
bats and 573,000 birds per year, including some 83,000
birds of prey.”
Bryce states clearly that, given our need for affordable,
reliable and “denser” energy sources, we must continue
to use fossil fuels and nuclear. As he notes, “hydrocarbons
and nuclear are denser sources than renewables. They allow us to produce large amounts of energy from relatively small pieces of land. Density,” Bryce argues, “is green.”

Jason Hayes is associate director of the American
Coal Council (www.americancoalcouncil.org) and
editor-in-chief of American Coal magazine.

1. Moore’s Law is the 1965 statement of Intel co-founder Gordon Moore that the number of transistors per square inch on integrated
circuits would double every year. While the rate of growth in transistor numbers has decreased recently, Webopedia.com notes
that “data density” has continued to double every 18 months and Moore has “blessed” this new, expanded definition.
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NOAA and NASA

Erred

when Announcing
“Hottest Year on Record”
By Tom Harris, International Climate Science Coalition

I

f a public opinion poll showed that
the difference between the support for political candidates was
less than the survey’s margin of error,
most people would understand that
the candidates were effectively tied.
But when it comes to climate change,
the public’s appreciation of uncertainty seems to vanish. This is partly due
to intense publicity from government
bodies such as the National Oceanic
and Atmospheric Administration
(NOAA) and the National Aeronautics
and Space Administration (NASA).
For example, in mid-January, NOAA
headlined their home page, “It’s
Official: 2014 was Earth’s Warmest
Year on Record.” NASA proclaimed in
their Jan. 16 news release video, “2014
was the Hottest Year on Record.”
But these announcements are gross
misrepresentations.
NOAA’s land and ocean surface
temperature data showed that the record for the year was set by only four
one-hundredths of a degree Celsius
over the previous record warmest
years, 2010 and 2005. Also, the uncertainty in the temperature statistic was
nine one-hundredths of a degree or
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more than twice the amount by which
the supposed record was set (NASA
showed a land and ocean surface record being set in 2014 by two onehundredths of a degree, with an
uncertainty of about one-tenth
of a degree – see Figure 1).
In fact, NOAA temperature statistics

feature

It’s time to address
temperature claims
that are impacting
America’s coal industry
for seven previous years – 2013, 2010,
2006, 2005, 2003, 2002 and 1998 – are
all within nine one-hundredths of a degree of 2014’s level. So they all tie with
2014. No new record was set.
So why did media immediately proclaim 2014
the hottest year on
record? Historical

“Rather than support the notion that global
warming continues unabated, the most
recent data from NOAA and NASA reinforce
the observation that we are in the midst of
an 18-year pause in planetary warming.”

climatologist Dr. Tim Ball, former professor at the University of Winnipeg,
explained what happened.
“While NASA’s Gavin Schmidt
included a table deep in his media
briefing notes [see Figure 2] showing that NASA was only 38 percent
sure (and NOAA 48 percent) that a
new temperature record had been
set in 2014 [due to the margins of
error involved], he apparently neglected to mention this uncertainty when he first spoke to the press,”
said Ball.
“Such an omission, coupled with
NASA’s ‘warmest year on record’
news release, which made no reference to the uncertainties, would naturally result in excited ‘warmest ever’
headlines across the world. This was
precisely what Schmidt’s government
employers wanted.”
In asserting that “2014 was the
planet’s warmest year on record” in
his 2015 State of the Union address,
President Obama demonstrated that
NASA and NOAA’s announcements
are now accepted as true at the highest levels of government. We will now
see the ‘warmest year ever’ message
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“In the final analysis, it is no more meaningful to calculate
an average temperature for a planet than it is to calculate
the average telephone number in a phone book.”

Figure 1: Nine previous years fall within 0.1 C of the so-called global average surface temperature of 2014

incorporated into talking points for
government officials the world over.
Those who believe that such misrepresentations are rare in NOAA and
NASA communications should review
the agencies’ press releases of the past
year. The same mistake – proclaiming
“records” set by less than the uncertainty – occurred repeatedly in 2014.
The most recent example was
NOAA’s January announcement
that, “December 2014 was the warmest December on record for globe.”
According to NOAA, data released
at the time*, December 2014 was one
one-hundredths of a degree hotter than
December 2006, the previous warmest
December. But the uncertainty is seven one-hundredths of a degree, seven times the amount by which the
supposed record was set. December
2003 was only one one-hundredths
of a degree cooler than 2006, so the
December temperature statistic for all
three years – 2014, 2006 and 2003 – are
54
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effectively equal. No new December
record was set.
Rather than support the notion that
global warming continues unabated, the most recent data from NOAA
and NASA reinforce the observation
that we are in the midst of an 18-year
pause in planetary warming.
NOAA and NASA cheated in another way as well. If they made announcements of temperature records
set by hundredths of a degree, many
people would laugh, appreciating that
such changes cannot even be felt, let
alone present problems. So instead,
the agencies emphasized the amount
by which the new temperature statistics exceed the “the 20th century average.” But to know this difference to
hundredths of a degree, as they claim
to do, requires that we also know the
average for the 20th century to hundredths of a degree. And this, in turn,
requires that we know the so-called
global average temperature in each

year during the 20th century to a similarly high degree of accuracy.
But Dr. Ball said, “Typical accuracies of temperature measurements
throughout the 20th century were
between one and one-half degree
Celsius. Therefore it makes no sense
whatsoever for NASA and NOAA to
claim differences from a 20th century
average in hundredths of a degree.”
Writing in Climate Change – The
Facts 2014 published by Australia’s
Institute of Public Affairs, Professor
Bob Carter, former professor and
head of the School of Earth Sciences
at James Cook University, explained
that among the documents released
in the 2009 Climategate scandal was
a “previously unpublished 2005 CRU
[Climate Research Unit] contractual
*S
 ince mid-January, NOAA have revised their
December data so that, as of this writing, December
2014 is listed as three one-hundredths of a degree
warmer than 2006 and 2003, which NOAA now
assert are tied. They still maintain that their accuracy
is plus or minus seven one-hundredths of a degree.
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Figure 2: “Probabilities of warmest year”
on page 5 of the NASA/NOAA briefing
notes entitled Annual Global Analysis for
2014 – 2014 was Warmest Year on Record

report by Philip Brohan et al. which
contained a careful analysis of the
likely error bounds for the HadCRUT3
record**. The authors considered
January 1969 temperature data for
measurement and sampling error,
temperature bias effects and the effect of limited observational coverage

on large-scale averages. The analy- be higher still than the already large
sis revealed worldwide errors in the 1969 errors.”
range of 1-5 C for individual sample
area boxes, i.e. errors that far exceed
** “ HadCRUT3 record” is one of the data sets of
the total claimed twentieth centumonthly instrumental temperature records
created by combining the sea surface temperature
ry warming of about 0.7 C. Clearly,
records from the Hadley Centre of the UK Met
Office and the land surface air temperature
errors for records collected earlirecords from by the Climatic Research Unit
er in the 20th century are likely to
(CRU) of the University of East Anglia.
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Ball explains that even modern “instrumental data are inadequate [see
Figure 3]. There are virtually no data
for the 70 percent of Earth’s surface
that is oceans. There is practically no
data for the 19 percent of land area
that are mountains, 20 percent that
are desert, 20 percent boreal forest,
20 percent grasslands and six percent tropical rain forest.
“So NASA just invents data to complete the picture,” continues Ball.
“They do this by making the ridiculous claim that a single station temperature represents all land temperature
within a 1,200 km radius region.”
This means that it is not possible
for NASA and NOAA to determine

a meaningful average temperature
statistic for the planet as a whole
based on surface readings, as they
pretend to do. It is only through the
use of satellite-based instruments
that we can hope to get a meaningful overview of planetary conditions.
And satellite data shows that 2014
did not set a record at all, with computed temperatures statistics merely
extending the current plateau.
In the final analysis, it is no more
meaningful to calculate an average temperature for a planet than
it is to calculate the average telephone number in a phone book.
Temperature, like viscosity and density, and of course phone numbers, is

not something that can be meaningfully averaged. In their award winning book, Taken By Storm (2007),
Canadian researchers Christopher
Essex and Ross McKitrick explained
why: “Temperature … is not an
amount of something. It is a number that represents the condition
of a physical system. In thermodynamics it is known as an intensive
quantity, in contrast to quantities
like energy, which have an additive
property, which we call extensive in
thermodynamics.”
If enough accurate surface temperature measurements existed to ensure
reasonable planetary coverage (as Ball
explained, they don’t), it is possible to

HEADWATERS RESOURCES AND HEADWATERS PLANT SERVICES.

UNPARALLELED SERVICE TO COAL COMBUSTION
PRODUCT USERS AND PRODUCERS NATIONWIDE.

www.flyash.com
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Figure 3: Today, far
less temperature
data is used to
determine ‘global
temperatures’ than
in the 1970s. Dr.
Ball said, “There are
100 stations north
of the Arctic Circle,
but NOAA only uses
Eureka, a known
warm anomaly, to
cover one-third
of the second
largest country
on Earth. Even the
1,200 km measure
doesn’t apply.”

calculate some sort of global temperature statistic, although interpreting
its significance would be challenging.
But what averaging rule would you
use to handle the data from the roughly 6,000 temperature-sensing stations
that are currently used? Mean, mode,
median, root mean square? Science
does not tell us. In fact, for some
groups of close temperature measures, one method of calculating an
average can lead to a determination of
warming while another can lead to a
conclusion of cooling.
Even if you could calculate some
sort of meaningful global temperature statistic, the figure would be unimportant. No one and nothing would
experience it directly since we all live
in regions, not the globe. There is no
super-being straddling the planet feeling global averages.
Future generations are bound to ask
why America closed its coal-fueled
generating stations, its cheapest
source of electric power, and wasted
billions of dollars trying to stop minute
changes in what are, in effect, imaginary or insignificant phenomena.

The sad answer will be that it
had nothing to do with the realities
of science, technology or economics. The tragic blunder is based on
satisfying political expedience for a
privileged few, egged on by vested

financial interests and supported by
largely uninformed activists granted
the media platforms needed to sway
public opinion.
It is never easy to oppose heavily funded political movements like
the climate scare. But citizens who
understand the frightening consequences of today’s energy policy
mistakes must use their freedom of
expression to loudly object – to the
media, to government, to religious
and education leaders, to anyone
who will listen – if they are to have
any chance of leaving their children a
prosperous nation. u
Tom Harris is executive director
of the Canada-based International
Climate Science Coalition
(www.climatescienceinternational.org).
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Weathering the Storm
The coal industry under regulatory assault
By H. Sterling Burnett, Ph.D., The Heartland Institute

T

he coal industry, from mine mouth through
transportation to electric power user, is beset
on all sides by regulatory slings and arrows
threatening to cripple this once-vibrant industry.
In a 2008 interview with the San Francisco Chronicle
editorial board, presidential candidate Barack Obama remarked in response to a question about his support for
a carbon-dioxide (CO2) cap-and-trade scheme, “If somebody wants to build a new coal-fired power plant, they
can. It’s just that it will bankrupt them. … Under my
plan … electricity rates would necessarily skyrocket.”1
True to his word, since being elected, President Obama
has waged a sustained war on coal.
Coal was essential to the Industrial Revolution both in
the United States and abroad, serving as a fuel for trains
and ships and for heating homes from the mid-19th to the
early years of the 20th century. Later, as Edison’s electric
power miracle spread across the nation via transmission
lines, coal served as the primary fuel for power plants delivering light and heat to homes in the developing world
through the end of the century.
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For now, coal’s primacy as a fuel for power plants
seems secure in the developing world, where political
leaders recognize it as the most abundant, affordable
and reliable fuel for generating the electric power their
economies need for continued growth and the lighting
and modern conveniences their burgeoning populations
increasingly demand. In advanced countries, however, coal fortunes are waning. Political leaders’ misguided focus on reducing greenhouse gas emissions in order
to slow or prevent purported dangerous anthropogenic
climate change is forcing closing of coal-fueled power
plants and coal mines.
The so-called “war on coal” is bad for the economy,
threatening electric power reliability and affordability and
it will do nothing to prevent climate change, an impossible goal in any case.

How bad it is: mine closings, layoffs
The coal mining industry has been contracting in fits and
starts for a couple of decades, at least in terms of the number of jobs. New mining techniques and technologies,

feature
combined with natural gas supplanting coal as a fuel
source for new electric power plants, have meant a loss of
jobs in coal country.
This gradual decline became a steep fall after Barack
Obama became president. A recent report from the
American Action Forum (AAF) details the devastating impact various regulations and rulings from the Obama administration’s Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) have had
on the coal mining industry. The AAF calculates for every
$1 billion in regulatory costs, industries shed an average of
8,100 jobs.2 No industry has suffered more under new regulatory burdens than coal-fueled power plants and mines.
The Obama administration has disapproved a number
of mountaintop removal mining projects and rescinded
permits for several mining operations that had previously received approval under the second Bush administration’s EPA. Obama’s EPA is also tightening the rules for
depositing fill material from mines.
In addition to direct regulatory burdens on mining, coal
mining has also shed jobs due to upstream problems: the
expedited closing of coal-fueled electric power plants under pressure from new, more-stringent clean air regulations.
In all, since 2011, Bureau of Labor Statistics numbers indicate that the coal mining industry has lost over 23,200 jobs.
As mining goes, so goes coal production. Since Obama
became president, the reduction in mining has reduced
the amount of coal produced, despite gains in efficiency.
In 2008, U.S. mines produced 1,171,809,000 short-tons of
coal, but in 2013 the nation produced only 983,849,000, a
decline of almost 190 million tons of coal.4

How bad it is: coal-fueled power plants
The AAF report confirms what newspaper headlines have
shouted for the past six years: coal-fueled power plants
have suffered the brunt of the EPA’s revised clean air standards on mercury, acid gases and various other emissions.
In response to high natural gas prices in the early 2000s,
there was a resurgence of coal-fueled power plants, with
a number of older plants slated for retirement being refurbished and relicensed. In addition, between 2000 and
2007, 151 new coal-fueled plants were proposed or began
construction. As natural gas prices fell with the onset of
the fracking revolution, some of these projects were canceled, but the industry really hit the brakes after Obama
became president. Of the 151 plants under construction
or planned beginning in 2008, only 22 have come online.
By contrast, 104 projects were cancelled or placed on hold
and the rest are still stuck in the planning stage.5
A 2011 National Energy Technology Laboratory report
projected no new coal-fueled electric capacity would
come online after 2018.6
As with mining, regulations the Obama administration newly imposed or made more stringent have caused
the premature closing of dozens of U.S. coal-fueled power plants. Between 2009 and 2014, 265 coal-fueled power units, at dozens of power plants, ceased operations.
These closings took more than 28 gigawatts (GW) of electricity offline, enough to power approximately 12,600,000
homes.7 The AAF estimates these closings have cost
39,684 jobs at coal-fueled electric power plants, a 28.8
percent reduction in employment.8

“The so-called ‘war on coal’ is bad for the
economy, threatening electric power
reliability and affordability and it will
do nothing to prevent climate change,
an impossible goal in any case.”
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According to the Energy Information Administration
(EIA), another 60 GW of coal power plant capacity will be
retired by 2020 because of existing regulations.9 That’s
enough electric generating capacity to power about 27
million homes. Other analysts estimate the toll being as
much as 72 GW because federal agencies in the past
have dramatically underestimated the number of power plants closed and electricity taken offline as a result
of regulatory restrictions.10 Seventy-two gigawatts is
enough to power every home west of the Mississippi, excluding Texas.
The EPA is finalizing two new rules that would have
a profound effect on the remaining coal-fueled power
plants. Proposed rules cutting CO2 emissions for the
first time from existing power plants and further restricting ozone emissions may force the premature
closing of more than four times the amount of coal-fueled power as have already been taken offline because
of Obama administration regulations. According to the
North American Electric Reliability Corporation, the
agency charged with ensuring the reliability of the nation’s electric power system, the EPA’s proposed Clean
Power Plan for existing electric power plants will result in early power plant retirements topping 134 GW
of generation, which it believes will undermine the nation’s electric power grid.11
Recent events brought some hope future job losses may
be delayed, though not prevented, as EPA Administrator
Gina McCarthy indicated in early February that the
agency is considering allowing utilities to take 15 years
to reduce CO2 emissions by the required 30 percent,

1. Erica Martinson, “Uttered in 2008, still haunting
Obama in 2012,” Politico, April 15, 2012, www.
politico.com/news/stories/0412/74892.html
2. Sam Batkins, “On Jobs and Regulation: In
Graphs,” American Action Forum, (February
4, 2015), http://americanactionforum.org/
insights/on-jobs-and-regulation-in-graphs
3. Bureau of Labor Statistics, www.bls.
gov/news.release/empsit.t17.htm
4. U.S. Energy Information Administration,
“Quarterly Coal Report,” (October 28, 2014),
www.eia.gov/coal/production/quarterly/
5. Sourcewatch, “What happened to the 151
proposed coal plants?” www.sourcewatch.
org/index.php/What_happened_to_
the_151_proposed_coal_plants%3F
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rather than the majority of this needing to occur by 2020
as the preliminary proposal would have required.
In a case of good news/bad news, however, in early
February the Department of Energy announced it was
withdrawing funding for the experimental FutureGen 2.0
coal power project in Illinois. This decision has dashed
the hopes of some in the industry that, with the government’s help, new carbon capture and sequestration
technology at coal-fueled power plants could keep some
existing plants, otherwise slated for closure, online and
perhaps make new coal-fueled power plants possible under the current and upcoming regulatory regimes.
The coal industry is hurting and so are electric power
consumers. In addition to the problems analyzed in this
paper, the “war on coal” has substantially raised electric
prices and thus, through the trickle-down effect, prices
for other goods and services across much of the nation.
Unfortunately, it seems this is a storm the industry will
have to weather for the foreseeable future. Unless and until the advent of a presidential administration more concerned about the need for relatively inexpensive, reliable
energy than about spurious harms from global warming, the coal industry will continue to shed jobs as mines
and power plants close. It will take a new president and
Congress, working together, to make energy abundance a
priority and reverse the decline in coal’s fortunes. u
H. Sterling Burnett, Ph.D., is a research fellow on energy
and the environment and managing editor of Environment
& Climate News at The Heartland Institute, a nonpartisan,
nonprofit research center based in Chicago, Ill.

6. Erik Shuster, “Tracking New Coal-Fired
Power Plants,” National Energy Technology
Laboratory (January 14, 2011), https://
www.netl.doe.gov/coal/refshelf/ncp.pdf
7. Sourcewatch, “Coal Plant Retirements,” www.
sourcewatch.org/index.php/Coal_plant_
retirements#Table_2:_Recent_and_upcoming_
coal_plant_retirements_and_conversions.2C_
including_probable_retirements
8. Sam Batkins, “On Jobs and Regulation: In
Graphs,” American Action Forum, (February
4, 2015), http://americanactionforum.org/
insights/on-jobs-and-regulation-in-graphs

9. Bobby Magill, “Flurry of Coal Power Plant
Shutdowns Expected by 2016,” Climate Central,
February 19, 2014, www.climatecentral.org/
news/flurry-of-coal-power-plant-shutdownsexpected-by-2016-17086, See also, Energy
Information Administration, www.eia.gov/
todayinenergy/detail.cfm?id=15031.
10. Staff, “Power Plant Closures,” Institute
for Energy Research (2014), http://
instituteforenergyresearch.org/topics/
policy/power-plant-closures/
11. Staff, “Potential Reliability Impacts of EPA’s
Proposed Clean Power Plan,”(November
2014), http://heartland.org/policydocuments/potential-reliability-impactsepas-proposed-clean-power-plan
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Powder River Basin Coal
New study details the region’s continued challenges from declining demand

P

owder River Basin (PRB)
coal production continues its prolonged decline in
the domestic market with production
falling in four of the five years between
2008 and 2013. Between 2008 and 2013
annual production fell from 495 to 408
million tons. The 8,400-British Thermal
Units (Btu) mines, south of Gillette,
Wy., have been hit the hardest losing
39 million tons of annual production
or 45 percent of the total loss. These
mines will continue to be hit hard as
they are losing their cost advantage
over the 8,800-Btu mines to their south
and domestic demand for PRB coal declines. This is one of the many findings
detailed in Powder River Basin Coal
Supply, Demand & Price Trends 2014–
2034, a new supply/demand study authored by John T. Hanou and Robert
M. Burnham. This study covers the
Powder River Basin and Bull Mountain
coalfields in Wyoming and Montana.
The analysis suggests some improvement in 2014 and 2015, with demand increasing by ~20 million tons.
Preliminary statistics from the Mine
Safety and Health Administration
(MSHA) indicate PRB production was
418 million tons in 2014. However, due

to regulatory constraints,
the base case demand projection envisions the domestic U.S. and Canadian
markets declining by ~25
million tons over the next
12 years and ~95 million
tons through 2034. In the
Environmental Protection
Agency (EPA)’s Clean
Power Plan case, demand
could drop by an additional 30 million tons by 2034.
With producers facing
a stagnant and/or declining U.S. domestic market,
they are now eyeing the robust international thermal
market driven mainly by
China and India. As a re- Powder River Basin mine location map
sult, there are plans to expand
all of these face immense environmenexisting export terminals in Canada,
tal, permitting and transportation scrubuild/expand terminals in Washington
tiny. At this point in time, they are
and Oregon as well as develop a couhighly speculative. Ambre’s 3.5-8.8
ple terminals in Mexico. Whether or
mmtpy Morrow Pacific project on the
not these actually get built is anyone’s
Columbia River was the closest to beguess. Up to 100 million metric tons
ing developed, but they have met stiff
per year (mmtpy) of export capacity is
resistance from local environmental
planned by 2020 at greenfield terminals
and political groups. One crititical perin Oregon and Washington (Gateway,
mit has been denied. The denial has
Millennium and Morrow Pacific), but
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By Bob Burnham, Burnham Coal and John Hanou, Hanou Energy Consulting
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PRB Production and Productivity (1978–2013)

been appealed and litigation is possible if the permit denial is upheld.
With falling domestic demand and
increasing costs, as reflected by falling
productivity, we anticipate changes at
existing operations in the next 10 to 20
years. Alpha has cut production due
to a combination of poor markets and
high costs. They face reserve depletion at Eagle Butte, and at current production levels, the mine will run out of
reserves around 2028. Higher ratio reserves are present but are not economical today. Having traded lease tracts
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with Peabody, Belle Ayr now holds the
Belle Ayr North tract and has adequate
reserves to continue mining at its current rate, ~15 million tons per year, for
over 25 years. Unfortunately for Alpha,
Belle Ayr is one of the high cost mines
in the PRB while Eagle Butte is one of
the low cost mines. As a result, Alpha
will have to balance producton at the
two mines to minimize production
costs while maximizing the recovery
of its reserves at the two mines. In the
meantime, Eagle Butte is facing a near
term need to move State Highway 59

to access reserves on the east side of
its property while Belle Ayr is facing a
longer term need to move Highway 59
on the west side of its property to access coal to the west.
Black Thunder production peaked
at 116 million tons in 2009 following
Arch’s purchase of the Jacobs Ranch
mine. Since then, Arch has idled draglines as producton fell to 105 million
tons in 2010 and 93 million tons in
2011. Production recovered to 101 million tons in 2013 and 2014. With reported reserves of 1.4 billion tons at the end
of 2013, Arch will need to lease, permit
and develop several leases by application (LBAs) containing 1.4 billion tons of
federal coal west of the Joint Line railroad if it wants to continue producing
at its current rate for the next 10 to 13
years. With recent lease bonus bids exceeding $1.10 per ton, acquiring the
leases will be expensive. Developing
the reserves will also be a costly endeavor, requiring a box cut at an in-situ
ratio of 4.0:1 (8:1 effective); we estimate
the total material to be moved to open
the box cut is 800 million yards. In order
to keep Black Thunder at 100 million
tons of annual production, development
must occur between 2018 and 2025.
Arch’s development of its Otter
Creek reserve in Montana continues to slip further into the future. The
1.3 billion-ton Otter Creek reserve has
been targeted for the export market.
In addition to overcoming strong environmental opposition to the mine, development of the reserve is dependent
on the Tongue River Railroad (TRR) being built. A new route for the TRR has
been announced, abandoning the longer but easier route along the Tongue
River, connecting to the BNSF mainline

feature
near Miles City, to a shorter but more
difficult alignment that will connect to
the BNSF spur at Colstrip. This alignment will require new environmental
reviews, so we expect construction of
the TRR is at least five years away.
Peabody strengthened its reserve position with the leasing of one billion tons
of coal in the North and South Porcupine
lease tracts and has applied for an additional billion tons of coal in the Antelope
Ridge LBA. All of this coal is east of the
Joint Line. At the same time, it has begun producing from its low ratio School
Creek reserve on the north side of its
North Antelope Rochelle mine and cut
production at its Caballo mine (an 8,400Btu mine south of Gillette).
Cloud Peak has consolidated its reserve position with the acquisition of
federal coal leases at its Antelope mine
and the acquisition of the Young’s
Creek/CX projects adjacent to its
Spring Creek mine. In addition to acquiring the Young’s Creek/CX Ranch
reserves, Cloud Peak has signed an
agreement with the Crow Tribe that
could lead to the development of
an additional 1.4 billion tons of coal.
Meanwhile, it will be reducing production at the Cordero mine, one of the
oldest mines in the Basin, by 10 million
tons per year and moving a dragline
from Caballo to Antelope. The dragline
move will begin in 2015 and be completed in 2016. Production at Antelope
is expected to be unchanged.
Ambre Energy and Cloud Peak have
settled their Decker litigation with
Ambre purchasing Cloud Peak’s interest in the mine. With this dispute settled, Ambre is continuing its efforts to
expand the Decker mine to compete
in the export market. As part of these

plans, Ambre has obtained a Coal
Exploration License covering almost
9,500 acres around the West Decker
mine. These plans, however, are dependent on developing Ambre’s west
coast port projects, Millennium and
Morrow Pacific. (It should be noted
that since the publication of the PRB
study, Ambre has sold all of its assets
to Resource Capital Funds.)
Another mine that is active in the international market is Signal Peak’s Bull
Mountain mine. After many difficult
years, production increased from 0.8

million tons in 2009 to 4.4 million tons
in 2010. By 2013, production increased
to 8.7 million tons and in 2014 the mine
had its first million ton month. With the
vast majority of its coal being shipped
through Vancouver, the mine is reported to be the largest west coal exporter
in the U.S. u
John Hanou and Bob Burnham own
and operate Hanou Energy Consulting,
LLC (www.hanouenergy.com)
and Burnham Coal, LLC
(www.burnhamcoal.com).
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Environmental Win-Win
ARIPPA’s role in cleaning up historic coal refuse
sites and restoring land and waterways
By Jeff McNelly, ARIPPA

O
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ne of the largest environmental improvement and beneficial use
success stories in the United States
is told in some of the nation’s oldest
coal mining regions. One of those regions – the anthracite region, located
in Northeast Pennsylvania – is home
to the coal mining industry that dates
back to the early 1800s.
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Many decades of coal production
for energy and steel manufacturing
produced the basic power for the
Industrial Revolution. However, it
also unfortunately left behind a legacy stockpile of coal refuse – the unsellable coal material brought to the
surface that was separated from the
high British Thermal Units (Btus) of
sellable coal.

In an era long before mining and
environmental regulations, billions
of tons of coal refuse accumulated over more than 189,000 acres in
Pennsylvania alone. More than 5,000
former mine sites were abandoned.
These coal refuse piles are not just
unsightly. They create acidic water
that degrades more than 5,500 miles of
streams and associated groundwater

feature
throughout the region. Abandoned
mine workings also pose physical hazards for people living in the area.
But what if there was a way to productively use that stock piled coal
refuse material and then restore the
land around it? For the past 25 years,
ARIPPA-member circulating fluidized bed (CFB) coal refuse electric
generating plants have been showing that there is.

Reclamation activities
highly regulated
In 2010, Pennsylvania’s Department
of Environmental Protection reported that, “Pennsylvania has the nation’s largest abandoned mine
problem with approximately 180,000
acres of cliffs, coal refuse piles and
other dangerous features encompassing abandoned mine lands,
some dating back to the 1700s.
“More than two billion tons of coal
refuse sits in piles across the state, resulting in acid mine drainage [AMD]
which is the largest source of water pollution in the state, degrading
5,500 miles of rivers and streams.”
Pennsylvania’s Bureau of Abandoned Mine Reclamation estimates
the cost to eliminate these abandoned mine problems and complete
the cleanup of abandoned mine land
(AML) and/or AMD sites in Pennsylvania to be approximately $14.6
billion of taxpayer funds and take
nearly 500 years.
Faced with such a daunting challenge, Pennsylvania’s legislators and
environmental regulators embraced
the opportunity to work with the private sector to address coal refuse
problems. The resulting public-private

Since 1988, ARIPPA members have
removed and converted more than
212 million tons of coal refuse to
produce electricity and/or steam.
initiative takes advantage of the characteristics of coal ash while providing
strict regulatory accountability.
Ash from CFB power plants is
unique. Power plants that utilize coal
refuse produce a higher percentage of
ash than other types of power plants
because much of the coal refuse fuel
is comprised of indigenous rock that
does not burn. Additionally, these
plants add limestone to the boiler to
control certain emissions. The limestone adds to the volume of ash, but it
also imparts alkalinity. Ash is often returned to the area from which the coal
refuse was extracted, thus substituting an alkaline material for an acidic
material and enabling improvement of
the land and water quality.
In the mid-1980s, the Pennsylvania
Department of Environmental Protection began to approve coal ash use
for mine reclamation. When an applicant proposes to use a source of
coal ash for beneficial use in Pennsylvania, extensive chemical testing is
required of the ash to determine concentrations of elements that might
cause environmental problems. The
department has guidelines for permissible concentration levels. Twenty-one different parameters are used
to assess the dry ash composition
and the leachate characteristics.
If an ash exceeds the limits, it cannot be used beneficially and must be

recycled in an alternative manner or
disposed. The department also reviews the geology and hydrology of
the abandoned mine site to assure
that the ash can be placed in an environmentally safe manner. If the department determines that placement
of ash at a mine would create a problem (either because of the site or the
ash quality), the proposal is rejected.

Leading the way in mining
lands reclamation
Now known simply as ARIPPA, the
Pennsylvania-based trade association representing CFB-coal refuse
plants in various states in America,
started life in the Anthracite Region
of Pennsylvania as the Anthracite
Region Independent Power Producers
Association. ARIPPA members operate power plants that use modern
CFB technology to generate electricity using the abundant, but low-energy value, coal refuse as fuel. The ash
remaining after electricity is generated is then used in a managed, regulated manner to reclaim abandoned
mine lands in an environmentally responsible manner.
Since 1988, ARIPPA members
have removed and converted more
than 212 million tons of coal refuse
to produce electricity and/or steam.
They have subsequently reclaimed
and restored thousands of acres of
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formerly damaged mine lands and
hundreds of miles of formerly dead,
polluted streams.
ARIPPA’s Executive Director Jeff A.
McNelly said that the unique nature
of modern CFB technology combined
with the industry’s desire to work in
conjunction with various environmentally concerned hands-on volunteer
groups and governmental agencies
clearly indicates the industry’s commitment to being an environmentally
beneficial alternative energy industry.
“Our industry’s private, non-taxdollar efforts combined with the
volunteer- and tax-payer-supported
state/federal government programs
combine to form a dedicated and
concentrated plan to rid our lands of

the significant environmental hazards that abandoned mine lands
have created,” McNelly says. “Such
hazards endanger the public and
limit economic development and
recreational opportunities in mining
communities.”

Reclamation as an industry
The CFB power plants operated by
ARIPPA members annually generate between three and five percent
of the total electric generation in the
Pennsylvania and West Virginia region, supplying hundreds of thousands
of homes and industry with muchneeded alternative energy while at the
same time directly and indirectly employing thousands of workers.

Advancing innovations for energy and the environment

Coal conversion for power generation and
transportation fuels
Selenium control and total dissolved
solids strategies
Carbon sequestration R&D
Advanced coal technologies for the
US and China
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In celebrating its 25th anniversary
in 2014, ARIPPA published impressive industry statistics.
Since 1989, ARIPPA members
have collectively:
• Removed and converted more
than 212 million tons of coal refuse
into alternative energy
• Reclaimed thousands of acres of
formerly environmentally damaged, mine-scarred lands
• Restored hundreds of miles of formerly polluted streams
• Eliminated public safety hazards,
including hundreds of uncontrollably burning coal refuse fires emitting naturally occurring ground
level pollutants
• Produced 1,500 megawatt-hours
annually of alternative energy
and/or steam
• Donated thousands of dollars to
various deserving volunteer watershed and conservancy groups
performing AML and/or AMD remediation improvements

A quarter century
and just beginning
In celebrating its silver anniversary in
2014, ARIPPA published several documentaries on the Legacy of Coal and
Industry Reclamation (available for
viewing on the organization’s website
at www.arippa.org).
Tracing the historic origins of
America’s coal mining region’s massive coal refuse stockpiles and the
relatively recent actions to use them
productively, one thing becomes
clear: it will take many more decades
of efforts like ARIPPA’s to reclaim the
land and water formerly damaged by
now improved practices. u

book review

Fiction vs. Fact
Review of
Gray Mountain
By John Grisham
Doubleday, 2014
384 pages

uring the holidays, I had numerous people
– knowing that I work in the coal industry
and that I am starting my tenure as a board
member of the American Coal Council (ACC) – comment
that after reading Grisham’s latest novel, Gray Mountain,
they couldn’t believe the ruthlessness of our industry.
Knowing they wanted to understand why I was involved
with a group that advocates the use of coal for the betterment of societies worldwide, I felt compelled to read
the book.
I was shocked and angered by Grisham’s portrayal of
our industry. Fortunately, someone lent me a copy so I
didn’t put any more money in Grisham’s already deep
pockets. His fiction is being taken as fact and being portrayed as a celebration of “little guys” vs. “Big Coal.”
More accurately, Gray Mountain is a book full of sweeping generalizations, distorted realities and non-stop vilifications of the coal mining industry, all in the name of
(fictitious) drama and entertainment.
The mainstream media, always looking for an easy target, quickly picked up on this. A recent book review in
The Washington Post quotes Patrick Anderson, ”John
Grisham’s Gray Mountain is a searing look at ‘Big Coal’ ” …
it is his angry and important new novel.” Anderson goes
on to say “Grisham does justice to the physical beauty of
Appalachia and to the decency of its people, but his real subject is the suffering inflicted on those people
by coal mining companies.” (Emphasis added.)
The “suffering inflicted on those people” by “Big
Coal”? The truth is that in the counties of Dickenson and
Buchanan in Va., where the novel is supposedly set, “Big
Coal” accounts for 26 percent of private sector jobs. The
average annual wage for a coal miner is $82,000 – 46 percent higher than the average wage for all industries in

Virginia. Additionally, over the past five years,
the coal severance tax in Virginia has pumped
$200 million into local communities for libraries,
schools, airports and road improvements.
Gray Mountain, set in 2008, tells a story about a young
New York real estate lawyer from a privileged background
that, after the fall of Lehman Bros., finds herself working
as an intern for a non-profit legal aide clinic in the heart
of the Virginia coalfields. Our protagonist, Samantha,
joins the little guys who are fighting “Big Coal.” Anderson
opines that, “This rape of the mountains does terrible
harm – collateral damage, one might say – to streams, valleys and human beings so unlucky as to be below those
mountains.
“Grisham makes his characters all too real, but the heart
of his story is his relentless case against Big Coal … This
is muckraking of a high order. Grisham dramatizes two of
his cases in detail. Both involve the form of strip mining,
often called mountaintop removal.
“If it’s possible for a major novelist to shame our increasingly shameless society, Gray Mountain might do
it,” Anderson continues.
In the acknowledgement section of the book; Grisham
thanks a number of people for being “a great resource as
I searched for facts.”
ACCLive.com | Issue 1 2015 | American Coal
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Review by Phil Poletti,
Crown Products & Services

book review
I wonder which “facts” he discovered.
Did he discover that surface mining was “raping the
landscape” and “Big Coal” is leaving the land forsaken and
barren? The facts are that since the mid ‘80s, if a coal company wants to open a surface mine, they must, in addition
to spending millions for the permitting process, post a peracre bond equivalent to 10 times the value of the land. This
performance bond remains intact until five years after the
land is restored to its approximate original contour and revegetated. Any violation of these bond performances will
result in huge negative legal and financial consequences.
The bond would be forfeited and that coal company would
be prohibited from mining anywhere in the country, ever.
In one particularly annoying scene, Samantha is being
shown a reclaimed surface mine. She is informed that, despite federal laws that require reclamation and restoration, the “land is completely useless.” The facts are that
many reclaimed sites are brought back to original contours and a near natural state where populations of native
flora and fauna thrive. Other sites are converted into useful and profitable attractions.
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“More accurately, Gray Mountain
is a book full of sweeping
generalizations, distorted
realities and non-stop vilifications
of the coal mining industry,
all in the name of (fictitious)
drama and entertainment.”
One could ask students in Mingo County, W. Va., where
a $37-million high school was built on 90 reclaimed acres.
There are now 850 students who have access to cuttingedge educational technology they didn’t have before.
Mingo County has projected that post-mine land use jobs
(direct and indirect) will absorb approximately 36 percent
of Mingo County’s labor force by 2020. These people rely heavily on the beneficial after-effects of surface mining
for job creation.
The scene in the book that was truly over the top described Samantha being shown a golf course, built on a
reclaimed surface mine near the border of Kentucky and
Virginia. Samantha was informed the course was useless
because “nobody around here plays golf.” Interestingly,
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the Raven Rock Golf course in Jenkins, Ky. (pop. 2,100)
just happens to be located on the border of Kentucky
and Virginia and was built on a reclaimed surface mine
in 1995 by TECO Coal. According to Paul Fleming, the
general manager at Raven Rock, they host “up to 22,000
rounds of golf per year and probably have the highest per
capita number of golfers anywhere in the country.” That
is 22,000 contradictions to this negative and harmful portrayal of the coal industry.
Grisham portrays as “fact” that surface mining leads to
black lung. In fact, there has never been a causation/correlation between surface mining and black lung.
I could go on listing errors of fact and misrepresentation in Gray Mountain, but suffice it to say; members of
the ACC should prepare themselves for a frustrating read.
Recently a colleague asked: “I wonder how much of
the proceeds from the book Grisham is donating back to
the Appalachian Coal fields and its people who supposedly have been so taken advantage of by ‘Big Coal?’ ” I
suspect little. u
Phil Poletti is the vice president, business development
at Crown Products & Services (www.crownps.us).
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“We are proud to provide
high-quality, affordable coal
supplies to our electric
utility customers.”
Robert E. Murray

Chairman, President, and
Chief Executive Officer

Our Companies include:
American Energy Corporation
The American Coal Sales Company
Murray American Energy, Inc.
The American Coal Company
The Ohio Valley Coal Company
UtahAmerican Energy, Inc.
KenAmerican Resources, Inc.
OhioAmerican Energy, Incorporated
The Ohio County Coal Company
The Marshall County Coal Company
The Monongalia County Coal Company
The Marion County Coal Company
The Harrison County Coal Company
Murray Keystone Processing, Inc.
Empire Dock, Inc.
Murray American Transportation, Inc.
Murray American River Towing, Inc.
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book review

What Exactly
Are You
Fighting For?
Review of The Moral
Case for Fossil Fuels
By Alex Epstein
Portfolio/Penguin Books, 2014
248 pages
Review by Jason Hayes, American Coal Council

T

here is a widely accepted platitude – in special
interest groups, in government, in the media, in
academia and in the general public – that human development and use of energy is a necessary evil. (The
focus being necessarily placed on the word “evil.”)
This concept has been carefully and methodically inculcated into the minds of almost every person on the planet, from the youngest child to the most experienced senior,
through books, educational curricula, movies, magazines,
video games and slick and expensive media campaigns.
While many admit that our reliance on energy – that is primarily derived from fossil fuels like coal, oil, and natural gas –
has aided in the development of our modern society, it is (in
their minds) still fundamentally a sickness that must be excised from human life as quickly as possible.
That this platitude is widely accepted is easy to demonstrate, as even dedicated proponents of energy use and
development defer and capitulate when pressed by antienergy campaigners. For example, even President George
W. Bush ceded the argument in his 2006 State of the Union
address, when he unequivocally stated, “America is addicted to oil.”
We have accepted the notion that, while we hate to do it,
we have to keep using fossil fuels. We’ve been convinced
that doing so will likely kill us, but we just can’t stop … yet.
Despite this overweening societal surety that energy is
going to be the end of us, there are a few out there who are

standing up against the wave of anti-industrial, anti-energy,
anti-science, anti-technology, and (yes, even) anti-human
thought. In his recent book, The Moral Case for Fossil
Fuels, Alex Epstein takes the defense of our modern use of
energy farther, and with better backing, information and a
better logical framework, than most other defenses dare.

First principles
Where most pro-energy and pro-development arguments
employ a utilitarian defense of energy – they argue it is
necessary to preserve our economic well-being, jobs or
our Western style and quality of life – Epstein steps back
to more foundational concepts and delineates a clear reason for finding value in the use of fossil fuels.
“I hold human life as the standard of value, and …
our fossil fuel use so far has been a moral choice because it has enabled billions of people to live longer
and more fulfilling lives.” (Page 30)
Other “biocentric” views on life, ecology and energy use
hold a mythical concept of a “‘pristine’ nature or wilderness, or nature unaltered by man,” as their standard of value.
Epstein quotes Bill McKibben, widely lauded as America’s
most important environmentalist, who believes that we
must “limit our numbers and our desires and our ambitions,”
to enable nature to “resume its independent workings.”
Understanding this disparate standard of value is an essential first step in determining which view readers will hold
ACCLive.com | Issue 1 2015 | American Coal
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and which energy and environmental policies they will espouse. Epstein’s view, which he argues forcefully in The
Moral Case for Fossil Fuels, works toward bettering human lives, reducing illness and improving the quality of an
environment that recognizes humans as an integral component. The other view, as demonstrated by a quote from
David M. Graber, research biologist for the National Park
Service, holds “human happiness” as less important than a
“healthy planet.” Graber expounds,
“I know social scientists who remind me that people
are part of nature, but it isn’t true. … We have become a plague upon ourselves and upon the Earth.
It is cosmically unlikely that the developed world will
choose to end its orgy of fossil-energy consumption,
and the Third World its suicidal consumption of landscape. Until such time as Homo sapiens should decide to rejoin nature, some of us can only hope for the
right virus to come along.” (Page 31)
There really is no serious method of working out a reasonable compromise between one view that values human life
and works to better it and another view that longs for a virus
to wipe out the human “plague,” thereby allowing the planet
to become “pristine.”
While most who argue against the use of fossil fuels will
not fully ascribe to the extreme, anti-human views of a David
Graber or Bill McKibben, understanding that they are working in concert to achieve the same policy ends should be
an eye opener for many in the anti-fossil fuel camp. Epstein
does us all a service by clearly defining those two standards
and staking his claim with the former.

Track records
Epstein’s arguments throughout The Moral Case for
Fossil Fuels focus on a variety of issues including the confusion over carbon dioxide (CO2) as a pollutant or as plant
food, fossil fuels as the greatest energy technology of all
time, how humanity has been able to “master climate”
and “improve our environment,” how abundant and reliable energy has allowed us to reduce the risks and side
effects of pollution and address the “long-term prospects
for this way of life.”
Each of these are essential issues that must be addressed
and grow out of his initial discussion about the reliability of
the two standards described above. In considering those two
sides, Epstein asks readers to consider the “track records” of
72
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the opposing views on energy to determine how effective or
accurate their policy options have been. He rightly contends
that no reasonable person can be expected to follow the policy dictates of a view that repeatedly gets its forecasts flat
out wrong.
On the biocentric side is Life magazine’s January 1970
warnings that “Scientists have solid experimental and theoretical evidence to support … the following predictions: In a
decade, urban dwellers will have to wear gas masks to survive air pollution … by 1985 air pollution will have reduced
the amount of sunlight reaching the earth by one half.”
On that same side is a news story describing famed global warming expert, James Hansen’s hysterical 1986 predictions. “Hansen said the global temperature would rise by
another two to four degrees in the following decade.”
Both predictions, along with a host of similarly outlandish predictions of mass starvation, new ice ages, extreme
weather and general global calamity have failed to materialize, from Malthus’ time to present day.
On the other side, Epstein argues that the primary reason
we now routinely avoid many environmental calamities or
find much quicker and safer means of working through them
when they do occur is due to our widespread use of technology and fossil fuels.
Sickness and death from waterborne parasites, viruses
and bacteria were simply an expected part of life in the past.
However, clean water is now considered commonplace because of improved filtration and purification technologies.
Extremes in weather, like heat waves, frigid winter temperatures or storms, would often spike death rates just a few
decades ago. However, Epstein notes, “the combination
of sophisticated machines and cheap, reliable energy has
made the heating of homes such a trivial issue that most of
us have never considered its connection to cleaning up the
air we breathe every day.” Insect borne diseases, like malaria, lyme disease and encephalitis, used to claim lives by the
thousands every year. Now they are a rarity and worthy of
widespread media attention when they do occur.
Directly addressing the concerns of Life magazine noted above, and contrary to the panicky forecasts found in
error-ridden Sierra Club flyers, Epstein details how improving technologies have helped improve our overall air quality
despite increased use of fossil fuels. He also shows how increased availability of affordable electricity has ensured our
indoor air is much cleaner than in developing nations, where

book review
home heating and cooking entails the use of dung or wood
fires and indoor pollution levels unseen in North America
and Europe for many decades (if not over a century).
As Epstein rightly argues,
“Nature does not want us to have a life expectancy
of 75 or an infant mortality rate below one percent.
Nature, the sum of all things on Earth, doesn’t care
about human beings one way or another and attacks us with bacteria-filled water, excessive heat,
lack of rainfall, too much rainfall, powerful storms, decay, disease-carrying insects and other animals and
a large assortment of predators. Today we regard
death before age 30 as a tragedy; in more ‘natural’
times, it was the expectation.”
There are two diametrically opposed viewpoints that act
as the foundation for many of the energy policy discussions
we encounter today. Unfortunately, many in the energy industry have unwittingly accepted the “anti“ mindset and
their corresponding talking points. We often simply overlook the abuse and distortion of the language as we casually accept terms like “carbon pollution” and “dirty energy.”

We apologize for our productive work and the provision of
vital, life-preserving (and improving) electricity, ceding the
point that coal-fueled electricity is a “transitional” or temporary measure – a necessary evil – which we will quickly and
happily abandon as soon as possible, rather than viewing it
as an essential component in the work to improve the human condition.
The Moral Case for Fossil Fuels is an excellent book
with a well-developed and well-defended argument for
the continued use of fossil fuels as a means of promoting
human well-being and flourishing. Perhaps, more importantly, and more than any other contemporary book that I
have read, The Moral Case for Fossil Fuels also demands
that readers examine the reasons for their beliefs about
the production and use of energy. For that reason, I highly recommend that readers of American Coal also read
this book. u
Jason Hayes is associate director of the American Coal
Council (www.americancoalcouncil.org) and editor-inchief of American Coal magazine (www.acclive.com).
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Coal Pushes Forward

Russia considers big changes in expansion, transportation
to keep the industry competitive at home and abroad
By Eugene Gerden

T

he Russian coal industry is on the verge of
big changes, thanks to the adoption of a new
Russian government strategy aimed at developing operations into 2030. The adoption of the new
strategy is expected to provide support for the struggling
industry during the current economic recession that is impacting the entire country.
The crisis in the industry is reflected in lagging investments in development in 2014, which dropped as low
as RUB 58 billion (US$1.5 billion). According to Sergey
Shumkov, deputy director of the department of coal and
peat industry for the Ministry of Energy of the Russian
Federation (the Ministry of Energy), that level is 25 percent less than was invested in 2013.
The new Russian strategy involves an increase in the
average annual growth of volumes of coal reserves in
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the country from the current 380 million to 530 million
tonnes, the commissioning of 505 million tonnes of new
coal capacities, as well as the expansion of already existing coal capacities by 370 million tonnes. There are also
plans for the establishment of new logistics infrastructure, in particular new rail lines and port terminals, which
should improve coal transportation both in domestic and
foreign markets.
The Ministry of Energy forecasts suggest that successful implementation of the strategy will allow Russian mines
to increase domestic coal production up to 480 million
tonnes per year. Export volumes would increase by 70 million tonnes to 200 million tonnes per year. Last year, coal exports from Russia reached 154 million tonnes, of which 70
million tonnes were exported to the EU market, while 84
million tonnes went to Asian markets. At the same time,

feature
several years, instead of the EU, where Russian coal is
the volume of Russian domestic consumption declined by
gradually being replaced by U.S. and Colombian supplies.
nine million tonnes to 174 million tonnes, compared to 2013.
Growth to Asian markets is expected despite Russian
Dmitry Medvedev, Russia’s Prime Minister, demonstratMinistry of Industry and Trade analysis noting exports to
ed his support for the building strategy by commenting:
Asian countries face substantial transportation costs due to
“The new strategy also involves the reduction of energy
the location of the Kuznetsk Basin, the center of Russia’s coal
intensity of the industry by approximately 1.5 times and
production. This region, which accounts for two-thirds of tothe increase of production of synthetic liquid fuel. ...Russia
tal Russian production, is 4,000-5,000 kilometers (2,500-3,100
needs to diversify the structure of its energy balance,
miles) away from the southern borders of the country.
through the development of coal generation.”
Distance, Western sanctions and combined debt loads
At present, Russia’s coal industry accounts for about
(estimated at RUB 161 billion (US$2.5 billion)) are the pri16 percent of Russian energy generation and currentmary reasons that Russia’s leading coal producers –
ly remains the only sector of the Russian energy industry
Kuzbassrazrezugol, Juzhkuzbassugol, Jakutugol and some
that is 100 percent controlled by private investors. Private
others – continue to experience tough times.
ownership also means that the majority of local investment projects have been funded by private
funds. Since 2005, the Russian coal industry
has grown significantly and is currently com“Currently, Russia exports its coal to about 50
prised of 86 mines and 120 quarries, 25 percent
countries worldwide, while the biggest export
of which were commissioned after 2000.
growth in recent years has been observed in
Alexander Novak, Russia’s Energy Minister,
the Asia-Pacific region. According to analysts’
said that over the last 10 years the volume
predictions, the coal market in this area is
of coal production in Russia has grown by
expected to grow by 1.5 times by 2030.”
about 25 percent and is currently estimated
at about 350 million tonnes per year. At the
same time, the number of industry workers
On a brighter note for Russian producers, the problem
has decreased from 850,000 people to about 160,000, reof transporting coal to Asian countries should be partially
flecting dramatic improvements in labor productivity.
solved by the expansion of the Trans-Siberian and BaikalAccording to Novak, the volume of investments on fixed
Amur Mainline, Russia’s major rail lines, which stretch
assets of Russian coal enterprises over the same period
through Siberia and its Far East regions.
has increased by four times.
Additionally, planned expansion of port capacities for
The new strategy also involves an increase of producRussian ports and terminals that service Far East markets
tion in regions that were never considered as centers of
and specialize in coal transshipments will raise capacities
Russian coal production. Among these regions are the
from the current 91 million tonnes to 190-230 million tons
Yakutia Republic and the Trans-Baikal region.
by 2030.
The Russian growth strategy also involves the increase
The program aims to the increase Russian supply in Asianof coal exports, despite the fact that over the past five
Pacific markets from its current six to 15 percent by upping
years exports of Russian coal have already increased by
exports from the Kuznetsk Basin by about 36 million tonnes
30 percent. Currently, Russia exports its coal to about 50
and from the Russian Far East by 50 million tonnes by 2030.
countries worldwide, while the biggest export growth in
At the same time, the new Russian growth strategy also
recent years has been observed in the Asia-Pacific region.
involves encouraging domestic coal consumption. As a reAccording to analysts’ predictions, the coal market in this
sult, new coal facilities will be built in the Far East. In pararea is expected to grow by 1.5 times by 2030.
ticular, several thermal power plants will be located in the
Expectations are that the Asia-Pacific region should becities of Sovetskaya Gavan, Sakhalin and Blagoveshchensk.
come a key sale market for Russian coal during the next
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This particular strategy may still encounter serious difficulties, as Russian energy policy has promoted a shift
of domestic power generation from coal to gas since the
early 2000s. Novak noted that, despite recent increases in
domestic production, overall low domestic consumption
and poor logistics continue to impact the industry. He also added that cost issues encourage Russian power companies to use natural gas over coal. Similarly, the domestic
housing and communal services industry is carrying out
a long-term process of gasification, leading to continuing
domestic declines in coal consumption. Additionally, redesigned technologies in the domestic iron industry are
also moving producers away from coal.
Despite those declines, the Russian expansion program involves the joint development of some promising Russian coal
fields – which are located in the eastern regions of the country (such as Yakutia, Tuva, Transbaikalia region and Sakhalin)
– with foreign investors, and in particular, those from China.
As part of these plans, the Russian government has already
started talks with Chinese investors on the development of
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three coalfields located in the Amur and Trans-Baikal regions. Even though the rate of growth of the Chinese economy has begun to taper off, production from these fields will
be aimed at developing new electricity supplies for China.
Finally, to ensure further growth of the domestic coal industry, the Russian government is considering providing
benefits for domestic coal producers in the form of subsidized interest rates on loans. This initiative has already
been welcomed by leading Russian coal producers, in particular the Siberian Coal Energy Company (SCEC).
Vladimir Rashevsky, chairman of SCEC, commented
that, “Subsidization of interest rates on loans would help
to significantly increase the investment attractiveness of
the Russian coal industry.” Other measures being considered are refunding of debts of national coal companies
and the development of single-industry towns, particularly those that specialize in coal production.
Producers are confident that implementation of this
plan will help to prevent massive layoffs that have been
considered due to economic pressures in Russia. For
example, Rashevsky described layoffs last year in the
Kuznetsk Basin of about 6,000 workers – an area that accounts for five percent of the industry’s total workforce.
Without these measures, there are concerns that the closure of as many as 15 companies this year these could
push layoff figures as high as 10 percent.
Finally, in accordance with the recommendations of the
Russian Academy of Sciences (RAS) and its president
Vladimir Fortov, the new coal development program has a
package of measures aimed at increasing the safety of domestic coal miners. One such measure involves the mandatory addition of ignition inhibitors to reduce the power
of methane-caused explosions in mines. The RAS has also
proposed more active use of coal in the production of liquid fuels, as well as developing technologies to improve
the extraction of rare-earth metals from coal.
Overall, the commissioning of new capacities and expansion of exports’ geography will make Russia one of the
leading players in the global coal market. u
Eugene Gerden is an international freelance
author, based in St. Petersburg, Russia, who
specializes in covering international markets. He
can be reached at gerden.eug@gmail.com.
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TOMORROW’S LEADERSHIP COUNCIL:

Where Are They Now?
American Coal catches up
with Mason Caperton of
Alpha Natural Resources
By Jason Hayes, American Coal Council

A

few years ago, one of our members called
me out of the blue and asked if I had ever
considered following up with past participants in our Tomorrow’s Leadership Council (TLC) program. He suggested that doing a “where are they now?”
feature on their activities, industry involvement and other successes would be a great way to promote interest in
the TLC program and to help past participants stay connected with the American Coal Council (ACC), as well as
realize even greater benefits from the program.
So, with thanks to Zack for the idea, in this issue of
American Coal I thought that we would begin with a past
TLC member who has been active in the ACC both during and after his participation in the program.
Mason Caperton is moving forward in his career at
Alpha Natural Resources and also staying active in ACC
events and committees. We greatly appreciate his involvement, input and creative ideas on our Communications
Committee. Let’s learn a little bit more about Mason and
the influence the TLC program has had on his career.
Jason Hayes (JH): Describe your career background, your
experience. How does you background and experience
benefit you with your work in the coal industry?
Mason Caperton (MC): I grew up in southern West
Virginia (in a coal-focused family). My father was the
78
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fourth generation of my family to be involved in the industry. I was never pressured into entering the coal business, though my father and I had, for years, talked about
working together at some point. So, in some respects, I
naturally fell into it.
In the spring of 2005, I went to work alongside my father in
sales and performing marketing analysis for an Illinois Basin
coal producer. We were also involved with merger and acquisition activities in the coal mining equipment sector of
Central Appalachia. I was lucky to be around extremely gifted individuals with a great deal of industry experience during this time; the knowledge I gained was invaluable.
At 24, I moved to Colorado and worked for the coal consulting division of what was in fact a software company.
Again, I was fortunate to have the opportunity to work
with and under many gifted and talented people. My experiences allowed me to expand my knowledge of the
coal business into areas I had not previously explored,
such as supply and transportation relative to the Powder
River Basin, Colorado and Utah.
My contacts in the software industry then recruited me
to continue my career with an organization focused on
energy-related risk management solutions and regulatory compliance. It was in this position that I began to more
fully understand the utility side of the business.
In December 2010, I began my work with Alpha Natural
Resources (ANR), where my experiences have greatly

“The TLC itself, and related
experiences thereafter, helped
give me the confidence that I can
be successful and create value in
the industry in the areas I have
worked previously, while also
having the ability to branch out
to new areas, should I desire.”
– Mason Caperton, Director –
Transportation, Distribution and
Sales, Alpha Natural Resources

increased my knowledge of global coal supply, demand,
competition and much more.
A wide variety of experience has helped me to develop
a more comprehensive understanding of how the coal industry functions and how it reacts to outside factors and
competition. Without this understanding, I could perform
a “job” for an organization, but I couldn’t create the value
that comes from understanding the larger picture of the
industry. Eventually, this understanding helped me become a more successful salesperson at ANR, and more
recently, take on additional responsibilities focused on
transportation.
JH: Describe your experience in the TLC program and
how it has changed/improved your abilities and knowledge. How has it helped you in your daily work or with
your interactions with other members of the industry?
MC: My experience in the TLC program was an extremely positive one. Working on the [annual] project as a close
team is always a great experience. However, the longer
lasting benefits have been in the relationships that I developed within the industry as a result of my involvement
in the TLC.
First, I had great team members while in the TLC, each
from different areas of the industry – sales, production,
terminals, transportation and utility. I have been able to

COURTESY OF MASON CAPERTON
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develop some of those relationships even further, which
has been a fun process.
Second, after being part of the TLC presentation during
the fall conference of 2011, I was approached more often
at industry functions by individuals that I had never met,
but who recognized me from the program. Some of those
conversations have led to fruitful business relationships
and friendships.
These relationships have given me the opportunity to
engage and learn from a wide variety of industry participants, giving me additional confidence in my ability
to interact in discussions and understand this complex
business. I believe this relationship-building cycle continues today and will continue in the future. The TLC itself, and related experiences thereafter, helped give me
the confidence that I can be successful and create value in the industry in the areas I have worked previously,
while also having the ability to branch out to new areas,
should I desire.
JH: Describe a few key career highlights – promotions,
committee involvements, etc. – since your time in the TLC.
MC: When I was a member of the TLC, I was a sales manager focused solely on the Powder River Basin, with one
true account I could call my own. Over the following 12
months, I took on additional responsibility, ultimately
ACCLive.com | Issue 1 2015 | American Coal
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managing upwards of 20 accounts, marketing tens of millions of tons of PRB, NAPP and CAPP coal production annually and working strategically to tap new markets for
our products.
In September, I shifted gears slightly and was promoted to director – transportation, distribution and sales. In
addition to significant sales responsibilities, I now focus
a great deal of time managing transportation-related aspects of ANR’s business, such as our involvement in east
coast exports. This role is much different in objective and
approach and the transition was swift and quite challenging! I leaned on every friend I have made in the industry,
many of which spawned from my involvement in the TLC,
to get up to speed quickly.
JH: Describe what provoked or promoted your interest
in serving in the ACC and how do you see yourself contributing to industry outreach and advocacy objectives
post-TLC.
MC: I was completely unaware of the ACC until I joined
ANR in December 2010. The Spring Coal Forum was the
first industry event I attended on behalf of the company
and my boss at the time “urged” me be to be a part of
the TLC, something he felt would aid in getting me knee
deep in the industry quickly.
Beyond the TLC, I’ve tried to be involved in activities
that urge young people to remain active in the coal industry or provide insight on the industry to those that are not
currently a part of it. These activities might be as simple
as informally educating someone on the uses and benefits
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of coal in general conversation or discussing my positive
experiences in the industry with an individual.
I also try to support our industry advocacy groups, such
as the ACC, by helping to spread their respective messages and be directly involved when the opportunity arises.
As an example, I am a part of the ACC Communications
Committee, a committee designed to serve as a sounding board for the ACC staff and board of directors as it
relates to strategies and tactics for communication and
marketing.
I also use my day-to-day activities and interactions
with utilities, railroads and people outside of our industry to gain additional insight/feedback how we as an industry are spreading our message, how we are perceived,
how we might overcome negative perceptions and nurture a perception of our industry grounded in the many
positive benefits we provide our communities and energy
consumers nationwide.
JH: Share your perspective on the industry – feel free to
discuss your thoughts on energy policy, impending regulatory changes, etc.
MC: The coal industry is challenged at the moment. In
my personal view, the environment will continue to evolve
rapidly until we reach a point of equilibrium. We’ve already seen it can be challenging (at best) to predict the
regulatory environment, but we have also been faced
with more aggressive competition in the forms of natural
gas, renewable energy, energy efficiency and conservation than ever before. Competition between coal producers is aggressive as well, as they all fight to keep their
current market share and, in some cases, expand into
new markets abroad. This competition provides opportunity but also creates new challenges and uncertainties.
I don’t think of this rapid evolution as ultimately bad for
our industry, the nation, or mankind as a whole. I believe
we will reach the equilibrium point and have a balanced
portfolio of power generating assets both in the U.S. and
abroad. We, as an industry, need to structure ourselves
in a way that allows us to not only survive until we reach
that point, but also be in a position to thrive thereafter. u

Material Handling Challenges Made Easy

✔ Spontaneous
Combustion Inhibition
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AKJ|Nalco’s unique Total Coal Control (TC2) formulation treats three of the most difficult material
handling challenges associated with the mining, transporting and processing of coal. TC2 inhibits
spontaneous combustion events by significantly slowing down the oxidation process that leads to
self-heating and a loss of coal quality. The effective binding component of the formulation makes TC2
a powerful residual dust control agent. Because of its ultra-low freeze point, TC2 also serves as an
effective freeze conditioning agent.
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Finally, the coal dust solution that
delivers for everyone along the line.
Introducing CoalCap. The World’s Most
Advanced Coal Dust Mitigation System.

Only CoalCap offers a patented, universal design that fits across all energy
delivery platforms. So no matter where you are on the supply line, with
CoalCap, you’re maximizing profits while exceeding current dust mitigation
requirements. We’re Leaving All Others In The Dust.

SEE IT IN ACTION AT
COALCAP.COM.
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